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~PAS T OR 
ARRESTED 
FOR RAPE 
San Bernardino - Nathaniel 
C. White, pastor of New 
Jerusalem Missionary Baptist 
Church was arrested and 
released Tuesday by police on 
Monday. The charge was rape. 
Police can only hold without 
charging a person for 48 hours. 
A 17 year-old member of his 
· church charged he returned to 
her house after taking another 
man home later Saturday night. 
They were there to repair a tele-
vision, according to unnamed 
sources. 
White, returned to the 
female's house at 1 :30 a.m. and 
allegedly forced the woman to 
have sex with him. 
"Church was closed on 
Sunday morning because he was 
not there," said the source. 
The media has him convicted 
as last week's arrest made the 
headlines. 
Jim Hamlin, Public 
Information Officer, for the 
Police Department, said White 
was released because the 
District Attorney was not ready 
to charge him. "He was arrest-
ed on the testimony of the 
unidentified girl. There will be 
further investigation and to 
detennine if there is enough evi-
dence to re-arrest him." 
""This doesn't prove his inno-
cence or his guilt," said Hamlio. 
Court records show White 
has had trouble with child sup-
port payments for years. 
Reportedly he has been to court 
79 times for child support. He 
has two children, one in 1975, 
the other in 1986. 
White is a bachelor. 
San Bernardino - David Leon 
·Glen, Jr., 19, was shot and killed 
while walking down Colorado 
St. with a friend on Monday 
night 
The drive-by shooting is not 
being classified as gang related 
at this time said, Jim Hamlin, 
San Bernardino Police Public 
Information Officer. 
Glen died at the scene and the 
mattenis being investigated by 
police. 
Police are looking for a Black 
Pontiac Fierro. 
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KFC Helps Kids See Rodeo 
Young people from the Boys Club and the San Bernardino Department of 
Recreation's lunch program were treated to box lunches by Kentucky fried Chicken 
located at the Westside Plaza Shopping Center last week as 250 children and their 
parents In five buses attended the BIii Pf ckett Rodeo In Los Angeles. The youth were 
excited by the Black cowboys and cowgirls and KFC was pleased to participate, they 
addltlonally helped provide a bus. Others giving donations or support were: S.B. 
County Schools, Black Voice Foundation, Inc., Black Voice News, Westside Action 
Group, Upward Bound, Cal State, Boys & Girls Club, City of Riverside, Riverside 
County Sheriff, Chino HIiis Ford and Supervisor Jerry Eaves. Youth from Riverside 
Community Centers and Perris, calltornla also attended. cal State Upward Bound 
program attended for the 5th year. 
Black Woman Named Prowost 
Dr. Brenda Davis was appointed Provost, 
Norco campus at 
Riverside Community 
College District 
(RCCD), for one year 
in an interim position. 
She will continue to 
serve as the Dean, 
Grants and Contract 
Services, position held 
by her since July, 
1990. 
As Provost, Dr. 
• !:::~~ nursing to successfully 
obtain National League 
for Nursing 
Accreditation for the 
.. Reg1stered Nursing 
,. Program." 
"I think my past 
experiences of working 
with diverse individuals 
and groups will serve 
me well as I reach out 
to the communities of 
Norco and Corona." 
Davis will be 
Davis will be responsi-
ble for providing lead-
ership, primary 
responsibility for liai-
son with the local 
communities of Norco 
and Corona. The 
Norco campus with an · 
enrollment of over , 
5,000 students serves 
the cities of Norco and 
Corona, although 
students from other 
areas of Riverside may 
"I am very pleased with this appointment and 
realize It will require hard work, commitment 
and excellent time management," said Dr. 
Brenda Davis. 
working with the 
faculty, staff, students 
and members of the 
community to 
implement the Phase II 
building project that 
will double the size of 
the Norco campus and 
offer additional 
educational 
opportunities for a 
larger number of 
students. Davis 
acknowledges that she 
is pleased that Dr. 
enroll in classes at the campus. 
"I am very pleased with this 
appointment and realize it will 
require hard work, commitment 
and excellent time 
management." 
"My career path at RCC has 
been filled with a list of "firsts" 
- first female Dean of 
Occupational Education 
(responsible for supervising non 
traditional female programs -
automotive, welding, 
administration of justice, to 
name a few), first Dean of 
Grants and Contract Education/ 
Services, first administrator of 
Salvatore Rotella, 
President of Riverside 
Community College District 
since March 1992, was willing 
to give her an opportunity to 
grow professionally. 
Davis is well qualified for 
this appointment. She holds a 
Doctor of Education degree in 
Continued on Page B-6 
Pregnant 
Woman Killed 
in Drive-By 
Stacey Marie Stevens, 19, was gunned down on July 12, near Onawa and University. She was 6 
months pregnant. Reportedly, it 
was the result of a drive-by 
shooting by a large group of 
Hispanics. Many are concerned 
this is a trend in the community. 
The Black Voice has received 
calls of concern by residents of 
the Eastside of a growing feeling 
and incidents of Hispanic anacks 
on Blacks. 
According to the Riverside 
Police, officers responded to the 
3700 block of Ottawa regarding 
an attempted homicide. Upon 
arrival the victim was found to 
be seriously wounded and 
Goodhew Ambulance arrived 
and transported her to Riverside 
Community Hospital for treat-
ment. She was pronounced dead 
shortly after her arrival. 
Patrol officers detained sever-
al subjects for questioning and 
follow-up personnel were sum-
moned to take over the investi-
gation. Initial reports were that 
the victim and her boyfriend 
were driving on Linden east of 
Kansas when there was a con-
frontation with numerous indi-
viduals in Jhe street. The victim 
suffered her injuries as a result 
of a possible malicious mischief 
to her boyfriend's vehicle and 
when he stopped to talk with the 
subjects in the street the victim 
was shot 
Stevens has not been buried to 
date because there is not enough 
money to bury her, said a 
spokesperson for the familY, 
A bake sale was held and 
$500 was collected and the fund 
stands at $800, another $800 is 
needed. 
According to Yvonne Hinds, a 
close family friend, the killer had 
an altercation with Stevens' step-
father, Terry Reynolds. 
Following the shooting and he 
told the father, the police were 
after him because he killed a 
Black B ....... Reynolds reported-
ly grabbed him and said she was 
my daughter! When he grabbed 
him, he pulled a gun and 
Reynolds had to back off. 
There are unconfinned reports 
that 6 people have been shot, 2 
died and 4 survived since the 
July 12, killing. 
It seems to have started with 
the Cinco de Mayo activities, 
when a riot broke out in 
Riverside. Blacks were reported-
ly beaten and Black Voice could 
not confirm, the name of the 
individual or individuals 
involved at the time. But Victor "'• 
Manrique, owner of Pedro's 
restaurant in Riverside told of 
Continued on Page A-4 
Oliver Thompson To Be Guest Speaker At 
Black Peace Officer's Dinner 
lives to the safety of others. 
You are cordially invited The awards banquet will also to attend the first annual honor the "Humanitarian of the 1993 Inland Empire Year" who has given of his/her 
Black Law Enforcement Awards time unselfishly for the better- , 
and Dinner Banquet. The Inland ment of society. This person 
Empire Peace Officer's will be selected from the Inland 
Association (1.E.P.O.A.) and the Empire, not excluding Riverside 
Self Education Law county and the High Desert. 
Enforcement Youth Center The Keynote speaker for this 
(S.E.L.F.) are the evening co- event will be Oliver M. 
sponsors. This night is designed Thompson, P.J.D., Police Chief 
to honor law enforcement offi- for the city of Inglewood, CA. 
cers from the African-American . Chief Thompson has over 28 
Community who have gone yearsinlawenforcement. 
above the call of duty to serve This event will take place at 
their respective communities . "The Castaway Restaurant" in 
This special, historic night will San Bernardino, CA, 670 
recognize the 1993 "Officer of Kendall Drive. The date is 
the Year". This ti tle will be Saturday, August 14, 1993, at 
bestowed upon an officer that 6:00 p.m. Tickets ·are only 
has provided leadership and ser- $25 .00 per person, and group 
vice to communities above and rates are available. 
beyond the .call of duty. Also For additional information 
several other awards will be contact: Jeffery A. Hill at (909) 
presented to law enforcement 872-8858 or Geri Jones at (909) 
officers who have dedicated their 384-5636. 
Former L.A. Financial Advisor Joins Brown Riverside County's Only Black Police Chief To Speak 
State Treasurer Kathleen 
Brown today welcomed Los 
Angeles-based financial advisor 
Jana Wesley as the new Director 
of the California Health 
Facilities Financing Authoriiy 
(CHFFA), the largest issuing 
agency in the Treasurer's 
Administration. 
"Jana possesses strong lead-
I S"ilJ ('S & Opinions ....... A-.2 
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ership skills, a breadth of 
knowledge and a finn commit-
ment to quality health care -
just the prescription California 
needs during this time of 
increasing demand for improved 
services," said Brown. 
Wesley was appointed by 
Brown to serve as the new exec-
utive director of CHFFA, which 
is chaired by the Treasurer. The 
Authotjty provides tax-exempt 
financing to a range of non-prof-
it health facilities - from senior 
centers to drug abuse recovery 
facilities - to finance capital 
improvements, expansion and 
remodeling projects, and land 
acquisition. 
"I'm a believer in having 
quality health institutions avail-
able to each and every one of 
us," said Wesley. "Working with 
Treasurer Brown will be a 
tremendous opportunity to help 
make that happen." 
As director, Wesley will over-
The NAACP of the greater Coachella Valley is sponsorship the July TOWN HALL MEET-
ING to be held at Rancho 
Mirage City Hall, 69-825 Hwy 
· 111 and Frank Sinatra Drive, 
Sunday, July 31st at4:00P.M. 
The objective of the Town 
Hal 1 Meetings is to provide a 
forum to help improve the politi-
cal, education, social and econo-
my status of minority groups in 
the Coachella Valley, We also 
want to dissolve the dividing 
lines between our African-
Director of CHFFA Jana W~sley & State Treasurer Kathleen Brown American, Mexican-American, 
see the CARE (Community Wesley's guidance, the Task Indian-American, gay and other 
Assurances Requirements and Force will hold a series of hear- under-represented communities 
Enforcement) Task Force, which ings this Fall to help determine here in our desert region in an 
was fonned earlier this year at how these facilities can best effort to eliminate racial discrim-
the request of Treasurer Brown recycle their tax advantages ination and segregation. . 
to determine how public and back to the community through I The guest speaker wll 1 be 
non-profit health facilities can lower health care costs or addi- Tommy Tunson (Pronounced Tu-
more effectively meet the needs tional services. son, the new Chief of Police for 
of their communities. Under the City of Coachella. Chief 
Tunson is presently the only 
Black Chief of Police in 
Riverside County and the first in 
Coachella Valley. One of his 
major professional goals is to 
bring the police closer to the 
community. His topic will be 
"Youth & Violence". 
In an effort to fulfill our 
pledge to improve the economic 
status of minority groups in 
Coachella Valley we will be pre- · 
senting two new on-going pro-
jects. The first is the NAACP 
Coachella Valley Job , 
Opportunities Index. The job ~,: 
listing will appear every month ~ • : 
in 'The Bulletin" a monthly pub- ~ • : 
', . lication devoted to Women, 
minorities and disabled veterans 
in the Coachella Valley. Job 
opportunities will also be avail-
able at each monthly Town Hall 
Meeting. 
For additional information call 
Mary Borders, (619) 324-4077 . 
Issues & Opinions 
COMMENTARY• LETTERS TO THE EDITOR•POLITICS 
The Black Voice News 
EDITORIAL 
Black Organizations Must Start To 
Support. Black People Who 
Support Them 
Black organizations solicit Black kids, saying "We want to help 
you." Black kids say, "What must I do?" 
Black organizations go to Black businesses, relatives, and 
friends for donations. Kids bring money to Black organi:zations 
and ask, "What are you going to do with it?" 
These organizations reply, ''Well, we are going to take Black 
money to the White man to get him to print a Black souvenir 
book, we will hire a White photographer to take Black photos, 
and rent your tuxedos from a White company ••• then we will 
take your Black money to White-owned hotel, stolen from a Black 
man, that we pledged to boycott." 
Black organizations in the Inland Empire over the past 30 years 
have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars with businesses outside 
the community. Toe work these students do to raise thousands of 
dollars and then spend it outside of the Black Community doesn't 
teach them anything about economics and it seems to be perpetrat-
ing itself with young professional Blacks continuing the practice. 
Let it be known, we will not help put ourselves out of business 
by giving donations to White businesses. That is cutting our own 
throats. If Whites don't do business with Blacks and Blacks don't 
do business with Blacks, what will then happen to the Black busi-
nesses? It will not be there when a Black looks for a job. 
We remember one organization who raised money in the Black 
community and gave the scholarships to White students, only. 
Helping all students is an admirable thing to do. Doing so without 
prejudice is a wonderful ideal. Mixing the students illustrates how 
unbiased Blacks tend to be. But, doing all of this to the detriment of 
African-American's, who have less opportunity, is ridiculous. We 
need to support our own. 
A Car Dealer With Ethics 
We decided to print the letter to let you know how great African-
American business men really are ... Editor. 
Freeway Lincoln /Mercury, Volkswagen 
Dear Mr. Mc Vay: 
Recently, my wife and I began shopping for a new vehicle. We 
had tentatively decided on a Minivan. Our daughter has an 
Oldsmobile Silhouette and we were leaning in that direction. We 
visited a number of dealers, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Plymouth/ 
Chrysler, Toyota, Mazda, and Ford, to name a few. We had just 
about decided upon a Plymouth Voyager when we swung by your 
dealership on our way home. 
We were met on the lot by Sergio Suun, your sales rep. and were 
introduced to the Mercury Villager by him. Sergio was very atten-
tive and he knew his product. He could and did answer all of our 
questions and was eager to show us the van's features. This without 
any pressure and with the utmost professionalism. We, of course, 
both liked the Villager ~d on our way home on that day decided to 
buy one. We then returned to your dealership in order to talk price. 
We again were greeted by Sergio in a very helpful manner and your 
sales rep;, Stewart Straus, entered the picture. Mr. Straus was also 
very professional, friendly and seemed eager to satisfy our ques-
tions and concerns regarding price, equipment, and financing. We, 
at no time, felt as if we were being pressured by any of your staff! 
We then departed and visited two other Lincoln/Mercury Dealers in 
the area and obtained comparison shopper prices. One was out of 
sight compared to your price and their sales rep. didn't seem all that 
interested in helping us. And, even though the other dealer was two 
hundred dollars and some change less than your price, we returned 
to your dealership to buy the car, feeling that the way we were han-
dled was worth that much. 
I cannot say enough about the way we were treated by each of 
your staff members that we had occasion to contact Toe man who 
handled the finance portion of the deal was pleasant, professional 
and knew his business. Even a sales rep. in the show room as we 
arrived each time would eagerly go and get Sergio or Stewart for us 
if they were not in attendance. 
You can be proud of your staff Mr. Mc Vay. I especially wish to 
commend Mr. Suun and Mr. Straus for the way they handled this 
sale. I will not hesitate to refer friends, relatives and acquaintances 
to your dealership. 
Very Sincerely, 
~r. & Mrs. David R. Thomas, San Bernardino 
1!h~ m~~ ·tm• ~l~vn 
Tu lllalld Emplnl ...... Blau ad~ 
Established in January of 1972 
The Black Voice News is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy Brown 
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the Certification V erificalion Publications Service (CVPS). We have over 
35,000 readers per week. 
The Black Voice News is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers 
Association and the National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA). We 
reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication. 
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Pa eA-2 
How Much Is Prejudice Worth 
AWhite author of a best-selling book told me during an inter-view that being White 
in America is worth $1 million 
during a lifetime. 
Whether that assertion is true 
or not, it seems abundantly 
obvious to me that prejudice is 
not economically practical in 
spite of the apparent short-term 
gains. The potential for loss is 
just too great. 
Take, for example, the tax-
payers of Miami, Aorida In one 
of the nation's largest settle-
ments, the City of Miami, still 
reeling from the millions of dol-
1 ars lost in tourist business 
because of a Black boycott, 
agreed to fork over $7 .5 million 
and pay all of the medical bills 
of a Black man beaten and 
choked into a coma by the 
police. 
The medical bills could even-
tually amount to $34 million. 
That's a total of over $40 mil-
lion that working men and 
women in Miami who pay taxes 
must lose in vital services, such 
as education Tony Brown's friend and a 
and housing, neighbor. 
that the city C t The police 
will no longer OffiffieD S said later that 
be able to pro- ~=== ===,.,,......~ the car matched 
~~ ~~~~~ 
R e cent l y, of a car that was 
another Miami used hours ear-
cop was acquit- lier in the fatal 
ted of shooting of a 
manslaughter cop. Seven 
charges in the Black and 
death of two White cops 
Black men. 1be pulled the man 
city paid $1 from the car, 
million to the handcuffed him 
families of and threw him 
these men in to the ground. 
that settlement. Tony Brown Then one cop 
Police abuse applied a choke 
may give a few socially-dis- hold "for several minutes," wit-
turbed cops some pathological nesses said. At the hospital, the 
gratification, but the taxpayers staff was told the man's condi-
are picking up the tab for this tion was due to a cocaine over-
foul mental health and perverted dose. A police report said the 
justice. ·man resisted arrest and was 
In the $4-million choke-hold reaching for a gun. Later, the 
lynching, the Black man was city pied guilty. 
parked the wrong way on a one- A Black teen in the D. C. area 
way street in a blue Cadillac eat- was shot by police 14 times -
ing fried chicken with his girl- with his hands cuffed behind his 
back - because he was reach-
ing for a gun, police there said. : 
I'm sure a lot of taxpayers';,: 
money will wind up in the hands 
of this young man's family. His '· 
father is a judge and sophisticat., : 
ed in the law. ' 
The all-White Rodney King 
Lynch mob will also drain afi 
already empty city coffer in Leis 
Angeles when that case is set-
tled. 
Whether it's Black and White 
cops carrying out some distoned 
philosophy that a cop's life is 
more valuable than a criminal's 
or a White mob dressed in blue 
paying Blacks back for affirma-
tive action, it's unjust - and it 
drains the life out of a society, 
Black and White. 
Call 800-955-7667 for infor-
m a ti on on how you can start 
your own business for under 
$100 distributing hi-tech prod-
ucts as a pan of The Buy 
Freedom Network. 
Tony Brown's Journal TV 
series can be seen on your local 
public television station, (PBS). 
Choice In Education: Pro Vouchers 
By Assemblyman Ray 
Haynes 
As the voucher debate warms up, and as we head down to the November election, I 
thought I should provide some 
of my thoughts as to why I favor 
choice in education. 
Former U. S. Secretary of 
Education, Lamar Alexander, 
made one of the clearest state-
ments regarding the basic right 
of parents to choose the educa-
tion most appropriate for their 
children: "I don't know how we 
drifted into telling parents what 
school their child should anend. 
This is America, they ought to 
be able to decide for themselves, 
as parents." 
The wise Jewish King 
Solomon wrote in Proverbs an 
admonition that remains as true 
today as the day it was written: 
"Train a child in the way he 
should go, and when he is old, 
he will not tum from it" Today, 
too often the parents turn away 
from their responsibility to over-
see the training of their child, 
whether from a lack of feeling 
of power or from an abdication 
to others in the government all 
too willing to assume the train-
ing role. The result "as been a 
breakdown in social values, an 
increase in crime, teen pregnan-
cy, and drug use among our 
young people. 
No other example of individ-
ual responsibility is more com-
pelling than the parents' role in 
the rearing and education of 
their own children. To fulfill that 
role, parents must make choices 
about how their children will be 
educated. Choosing not to make 
a choice does not relieve parents 
of their responsibility for that 
role. Numerous studies have 
shown parental involvement to 
be a key factor in children's 
educational achievement. 
"Parents are the first teachers of 
their children," said former U. 
S. Education Secretary William 
Bennett. Even when a parent 
opts-out, the child carries the 
burden of social accountability 
in the parent's failing. 
Today, there is Parental 
Choice in higher education. The 
moment a child graduates from 
high school, that child can go to 
independent schools, "prep" 
schools, for-profit training 
schools, religious schools and, 
of course, government universi-
ties and colleges. Higher educa-
tion has benefited from these 
choices. 
Even at the K-12 level, there 
is limited choice: neighborhood 
selection or where to buy a 
home? By choosing which city 
and then which neighborhood to 
live in, parents have traditional-
ly attempted to choose good 
schools. The problem is that this 
form of school choice has been 
limited by a parent's income. 
Rich parents could afford to live 
in areas with good schools. If 
the schools were not good 
enough for the rich, the private 
school option was always avail-
able because they could pay. 
Poor and middle class children 
have not had this same option. 
Parental concerns for aca-
demic quality, and, for many, 
their spirited dissent from secu-
lar humanism in government-
run school systems have fueled 
the drive to bring choice back to 
education. As more and more 
government schools are forced 
to install metal detectors to pro-
tect students and teachers from 
violence and disorder, the des-
perate and caring parents who 
want to be involved, who are 
concerned about education, and 
who want discipline in school, 
seek an avenue to escape from 
those parents who do not. 
The current government-run 
school system has changed from 
a local-controlled, parent-orient-
ed, child-based system to a big 
government bureaucracy run by 
a distant power for the benefit of 
those who make mqney off the 
system. Big Union bosses 
manipulate education policy 
with large political contributions 
to benefit themselves first, and 
the bureaucrats second. 
In third place, over the last 20 
years has come some self 
described government-styled 
"values clarification," which, in 
fact, has become a "values pol-
lution" seeking to standardize 
student behavior and achieve-
ment to some government 
imposed, union conceived norm. 
Reading, writing, math and sci-
ence falls some place way below 
these noims in the current prior-
ity of the government-run 
schools. 
Underneath the government-
run school system boils the f ric-
ti on between those parents 
trapped in public schools, who 
want superior performance, 
quality education and more 
math, english and science 
instruction against those parents 
who have become disengaged 
from the process, and allowed 
their children to become disci-
pline problems. The current 
government education system 
makes it mandatory that "good" 
children and "discipline prob-
lem" children are forced to 
attend school together because 
of compulsory attendance laws. 
As President Ronald Reagan 
said: "Choice in education is the 
wave of the future because.it 
represents a return to some ()f 
our most basic American valuc:s, 
Like its economic cousin, free 
enterprise, and its political 
cousin, democracy, [parentpl 
choice] offers hope and opportµ-
nity." : 
Therefore, I support parental 
• choice in education, because I 
wish to promote liberty, valuf§ 
of honesty, freedom and ethical 
behavior. Our children have: a 
right to an education, the very 
best for each child and not just 
some lower "standardized" go~-
ernment norm. Our childrori 
have a right to not be persecuted 
in mind and spirit by deviall 
behavior and criminal condu"tt 
while at school. : 
By giving all parents, riJh 
and poor alike, the opportuni~y 
to choose the school their chiJ.-
dren can attend, we shift pow4r 
away from the central goverij.~ 
ment, and into the hands of all 
parents. If government-ru,i 
schools do not teach children or 
correct discipline problems, tfie 
child loses. If a voucher schodl 
doesn't teach children or corre~ 
discipline problems, the school 
loses, and goes out of businesi. 
Schools that do the job wi~l 
prosper, those that don't, wi~l 
fail. Free enterprise works. W'~ 
should allow it to work in OUJ 
schools. 
Ballot Arguments Against The Voucher Initiative \ 
Abroad-based coalition of education, good-government and reli-gious groups has sub-
mitted ballot arguments to the 
Secretary of State stating that 
the voucher initiative will hurt 
California's school children and 
stick the state's taxpayers with a 
blank check for wasteful gov-
ernment. 
The voucher initiative "takes 
money from neighborhood 
school children to pay for pri-
vate voucher schools," accord-
ing to the ballot statement. 
"Two-point-six billion doll ars 
could be cut from neighborhood 
school budgets to pay for the 
students already enrolled in pri-
vate schools. This means 10 per-
cent less for your neighborhood 
schools - fewer teachers, 
teacher's aides and security offi-
cers, and more crowded class-
rooms." 
Signing the ballot arguments 
for voucher opponents are 
Charity Webb, President of the 
California School Boards 
Association; Del Weber, 
President of the California 
Teachers Association; and 
Norman T. Allen, Chairman of 
the American Association of 
Retired Persons (AARP) 
Legislative Committee. 
Among other groups oppos-
ing the November ballot mea-
sure are: the State Board of 
Education, Mexican-American 
Legal Defense and Education 
Fund, League of Women Voters, 
California State PTA, NAACP 
and California Council of 
Churches. 
"This Constitutional 
Amendm ent gives billions of 
taxpayers' dollars to private 
voucher schools," said Rick 
Manter, manager of the anti -
voucher campaign. "lt is loaded 
with loopholes, mistakes and 
exemptions - with no safe-
guards against waste and fraud. 
It will hurt, not help, our neigh-
borhood schools." 
CALIFORNIA CAN'T 
AFFORD PROPOSITION 
This Constitutional 
Amendment is filled with tech-
nical mistakes, exemptions and 
loopholes - a billion dollar 
entitlement program lacking 
normal safeguards. It would 
undeimine, not improve, neigh-
borhood schools. 
MAKES SCHOOLS 
WORSE, NOT BETTER 
No help for neighborhood 
schools. The Voucher Initiative 
takes money away from neigh-
borhood school children to pay 
for private vouchers schools. $6 
billion could be cut from neigh-
borhood school budgets to pay 
for the students already enrolled 
in private schools. 
This means 10% less for your 
neighborhood schools - over 
teachers, teacher's aides and 
.. 
secretary's, officers and mo,c 
crowded classes. =· 
Unlike public schools, vouc~; 
er schools can reject student~ 
based on gender, religion, tes~ 
scores or even income. 
Proposition strips the needies~ 
students of a fair chance to 
become strong citizens. It_ ere; 
ates a two-tier system of 
schools, one for the haves, one 
for the have nots. It's unfair to 
children, wasteful and costly. , · 
UNLIKE PUBLIC' 
SCHOOLS, THE VOUCHER 
INITIATIVE VIRTUALLY· 
EXEMPTS VOUCHE~ 
SCHOOLS FROM TEACH~ 
ING AND LEARNING STAN; 
DARDS / 
No Teacher Credentials:: 
doesn't require teachers to hole} 
a degree or teaching credential~; 
Anyone enrolling 25 students-
can qualify as -a voucher, 
"school." 
Continued on PaQe B-S 
V 
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·. ::~:HICAP 
· 
thlniorm-s 
. -FSenior·. 
g For the first time, Medicare 
, fl ' will pay for flu shots and 
~u reimburse Medicare 
• •~beneficiaries for the cost of 
' therapeutic shoes (if they suffer 
~ .from severe diabetic foot t .. disease), Donna E. Shalala, U.S. 
e; Department of Health and 
; .Human Services secretary 
; .recently announced. 
"-1-i An estimation reports that 15 
l1 .million of Medicare's 36 million 
·v-beneficiaries will take advantage 
1 
•• of this new benefit and receive 
~t<annual flu shots, according to 
1. the Health Care Financing 
1 ~-,Administration (HCE'\). 
_ :..i Medicare beneficiaries in 20 
- _·states (not including California) 
•'are recipients of over 5 million 
doses of flu vaccine during the 
\'' four-year demonstration. 
California, however, did 
~participate in the HCFA three -
·'year study of possible Medicare 
coverage of therapeutic shoes. 
HICAP (Health Insurance 
Counseling and Advocacy 
Program) provides this 
information. HICAP also is a 
1~non-profit program funded by 
. ':the California Department on 
.. Aging and offers free health 
;~insurance counseling to senior 
c•:citizens. HICAP counselors are 
"'~available in Redlands at the 
1\)oselyn Senior Senior Center 
~:(909) 798-7550 each fourth 
1;Thursday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. 
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Bassett And Sinbad Join Sickle Cell 
A ngela Bassett, star of the critically 
acclaimed movie, "What's 
Love Got to do With It", and 
Comedian SlNBAD, joined 
the Sickle Cell Disease 
Research Foundation as they 
honored four outstanding 
community ·citizens at the 
Seventh Annual '"Show For 
Life" awards dinner, recently 
at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, 
Beverly Hills. 
Ms. Bassett, who served as 
the Mistress of Ceremonies, 
wanned the audience with her 
compassion for children, as 
she presented Joseph Dyer, 
(KCBS TV); A.D. 
Washington (MCA Records); 
Frank Davie (WOC 
Products); and Dr. Randolph 
Edmonds (posthumously), 
with the SCDRF Founders' 
Award of Distinction. 
SCDRF's · Celebrity 
Spokesperson, SINBAD, 
added a delightful since of 
humor to the festivities. Jazz 
Singer, Patti Austin provided 
entertainment for the evening, 
as she captivated audiences 
with her soulful sounds along 
with a touch of comedy. 
The evening was 
highlighted by an emotional 
- - -
--- - - - --
-- -
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All smiles: Angela Bassett and SCDRF Celebrlty 
Spokesperson, SINBAD pose with childhood Inspiration, David 
Toliver, who suffers from sickle cell disease. 
~1\ ( 
' .,. ,A . 
;»_ ·:: !l! 
(I to r): Joseph Dyer, Mrs. Leslle Edmonds, Patti Austin, A.O. 
Washington & Frank Davie. 
-~---•-••• -•1,,..,,,....,,.,,,,.,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,===i!lliiililli=,...,,~~!...,,iifffifi=~fifiiiiili= video "A Day in the Life .... " r. i:  r. 
featuring childhood 
inspiration David Toliver, TRUT THEIR STUFF I 1 rKuuu uAu~ 
~}i~i~i~~~~J;·§! i 
diligently searching for the ..•... 
donation of a wheel chair 
equipped passenger van, to 
assist David in his day-to-day 
mobility. 
For more information, on ·: .... . 
how you can help, call the 
Sickle Cell Disease Research 
Foundation at (213) 299-
3600. 
~ Safe ·Sn ·uff? 
Academy. of Otol.aryngology, 
"No Smoking' signs, ironically, ,, 
l · Dear Dr. Levister: After 15 
t years I r,ecently kicked the 
_· cigarette habit. I have tried -
snuff and enjoyed it. Is it a safe 
l form of tobacco? L.P. 
OUR 
BODIES may promote snuff. It's not r.--=================================,i 
l Dear L.P.: Congratulations 
z on kicking the cigarette habit. L As for the use of snuff, count 
your blessings and steer clear of 
't tobacco altogether. No form of 
t ,tobacco is safe. Snuff, which is 
wdered or ground tobacco, 
f' comes dry (for nasal use, most 
commonly in Britain) or moist 
(placed in the mouth), most 
l· common,!.y in the United States. 
Unlike smoking tobacco, 
f. uff is not known to cause lung 
't ancer, but it does lead to 
_ mouth and nasal cancers. In 
• I 
, dditioQ, some moist snuff is 
~ igh in sugar, which causes 
J fOOth decay. 
While the chemicals in 
' qbacco smoke are absorbed 
ugh the lungs, those in snuff 
J re absorbed through the 
1 ucous membranes lining the 
j ose or mouth or via the 
~ testinal tract. The final blood 
1 oncentrations of nicotine are 
1 ·ust as high as if the tobacco had 
· en smoked, and the addictive 
~ effects is perhaps even more 
only youngsters who use it, but 
young men of all social classes 
including several prominent 
Afro-American athletes and 
entertainers. 
Beware! Despite cigarette 
smokings decline and anti-
smoking laws on the rise, you're 
vulnerable targets for the 
Merchants of Death (tobacco 
companies) on the prowl fo 
other ways to line their pockets. 
Dr. Ernest Levister The American College o 
intense because some moist Preventive Medicine and the 
snuff has a higher concentration Association of Teachers o 
of nicotine than the average Preventive Medicine urge you 
cigarette. to call or write your two 
Another myth is that only old . Senators IMMEDIATELY in 
timers use snuff. Actual use of support of the nomination o I 
moist snuff in the United States Joycelyn Elders, MD as U.S. 
has increased by 50 percent in Surgeon General. A well-
the last decade, the only tobacco orchestrated campaign by her 
product that's on the rise. opponents has resulted in a 
The tobacco industry has surge of negative calls and 
targeted boys as potential letters to the Senate. The active 
customers, implying in ads that participation of the preventive 
snuff is safe as well as manly. medicine community is much 
Between 1981 and 1986 there needed to help demonstrate that 
was a 15-fold increase in snuff Dr. Eider's nomination has 
use among older teenage boys. widespread support. Please act 
According to the American now. 
Bathroom Basics 
Is your ~throom boring or 
miniscule? Don't despair-
~olors and patterns can give it a 
lift and fool the eye into seeing a 
- · rger space. Remember, it's not 
lhe amount of space but what 
ou do with it, that counts. 
The first step in decorating 
our bathroom is selecting the 
eme or the mood you want to 
. rtray. Once you've decided, 
en the creativity begins. 
· If you want to "open up" your 
throom, select a color scheme 
that is light pale colors tend to 
cede and will visually expand 
e room. To achieve a sense of 
e dramatic, you may want to 
( elect rich, vibrant colors 
· tead. Deeper 'colors advance 
d the room will appear more 
cozy. 
· Wallcoverings are an 
xcellent choice for bathrooms, 
'specially fabric-backed solid 
inyls. These are resistant to 
moisture and mildew arui can be 
IF.· 
DECORATING 
DEN 
Denise Ellison-McCarthy 
cleaned easily. In fact, many 
manufacturers label them as 
"scrubbable." They are perfect 
for high traffic areas as well. 
Coordinating border can give 
your bath a unique look. Try 
placing them around the tile 
line, at ceiling night or even on 
the ceiling!! Many porders have 
a theme, which you can build on 
with your choice of accessories. 
Window treatments for 
bathrooms generally are 
required to supply function and 
beauty- privacy is a must! 
Pleated shades, verticals, and 
mini blinds would all fit the 
ticket. All are resistant to 
moisture and can supply 
complete privacy. There are 
many fabric treatments to 
enhance your bath's decor. , 
Everything from a short, shirred 
curtain to pouf valances, 
balloons, tab cunains and even 
"throw" swags. Coordinating 
fabric may be used for sink 
skirts and_ shower curtain~ to 
complete the look. 
So, what are you waiting for? 
If your bathroom is ho hum, 
wake it up with color and fabric 
- mayb~ it will help you wake 
up in the mornings too! 
For. .appointments call (909) 
789-1172. 
To get your church listed in the 
Black Voice News call (909) 682-6070. 
Church listing w/picture - $75 per mo. 
Church listing w/o/picture - $25 per mo. 
INTO 
A DEAL 
NO DEALER MARK-UP OR ADDED-ON STICKERS 
NO PAYMENTS UNTIL NO 
THE ALL NEVV •93 
RANGER SPLASH 
$9,999 
NET PRICE TO YOU 
lRUCK SHOWN ts FOR LLIJSTMTIOH ctl.'t 
PIS, FLOOR CONSOLffiE, AIWFM 
CASS CLOCK. SLIDING REAR WINDOW, 
CHROME WHEELS, SUPER ENGINE 
COOLING, TINTED GLASS, 
STK 14695 IOI A96267 
STK 14935 IOI A96230 
STK •~ IOI A96285 
MSRP ···········--··········-· ........ - ••.. $12, 135 
CHINOHIU.S FORD DISCOUNT .. $1,738 
FORD COLLEGE GRAD REBATE $400 
YOUR PRICE ............ --·· .. ·····--·· .. s11.m 
'93 Ford Festlva '90 DODGE COLT '89 FORD MUSTANG '84 ELr--.--rn~!~ '87 T-BIRD LX 
OASSAVER CA EAT TRANSPORTATION CAIi Al/TO, NC, AWFM. CASSETTE -AUTO. Ml, Pta WHEELS, 
STOCKfl!0451Df611059 STOCKIIIIQS 10, 282582 
$5,999 $4,499 
gf!~f.lD 
African-American Owned 
ST1(f 2168, 10116:1704 TILT, CRUSE 
STK f 2135 ID# 207139 
$4,999 $4,999 
a&l!CT T0 H'IOftMI.E. .-U.- TAX, UC A DOC f£EI,, 0000 THADI.OH 
71Hot11. MLEl"JIICB00NDTPl£1{1'A.NT0lfA881. 
"'0Naa&CT£Qllil()OQ.SANNCtCJU,-T024~0Jrr,jlll¥fl0YED 
CMO!TaEE ~I\FOROETM.I 
4480 CHINO HILLS PKWY, CHINO 
(909) 393-9331 
\ 
AIITOMATIC, SUN IIOOF, CA$-
SETT£ 
STK I 221 S. IOI IIIGI Sl $6,999 
I 
' 
' ( I 
I 
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BRI CPUC: Law Judge Recommends EMF Funding 
Afrlkan Freedom Theatre 
Festival Date Set 
Riverside Labor Day 
utilities, citizen's groups , 
government agencies and labor 
unions, submitted its 
recommendations to the CPUC 
for consideration in March 
1992. 
$70 million national EMF 
research and education program. 
As requested by the 
Consensus Group, the proposed 
decision authorizes California's 
electric utilities to take 
immediate, no - cost and low -
cost steps to reduce magnetic 
fields in new electric util ity 
facilities. The decision would 
also establish a public advisory 
committee to help direct 
California EMF policy, research 
and education programs. 
"By combining exi sting 
California Department of Health 
Services, California Department 
of Education and electric utility 
EMF programs, the ALF 
recommendation helps to ensure 
that California will have a 
comprehensive and coordinated 
response to EMF issues," Sahl ' 
added. 
The CPUC will make a final 
decision on the ALJ 
recommendation later this year. 
Weekend, September 3rd-5th 
will make the debut of the 
annual Afrikan Theatre Festival. 
Though the festival location will 
alternate throughout the Inland 
Empire, this year's festivities 
will take place at Bordwell Park 
in Riverside in conjunction with 
their Community Pride 
celebration. 
A n administrative law judge (ALJ) of the 
California Public Utilities 
Commission today 
recommended that California 
public utility customers fund 
electric and magnetic fields 
(EMF) research, education and 
other related programs. 
In January 1991, the CPUC 
issued an Order Instituting 
Investigation into the potential 
health effects from EMF emitted 
by electric power and cellular 
telephone facilities. Later that 
year, the CPUC created the 
California EMF Consensus 
Group to address the issues 
surrounding EMF. 
"Edison is pleased with 
today's draft decision by ALJ 
Michael Galvin," said Edison 
senior research scientist and 
Consensus Group member, Jack 
Sahl. ''This is an important step 
in setting up a research, 
education and policy response to 
effectively deal with public 
concerns regarding EMF." 
NBCC Planning Committee Meets 
Area churches, organizations 
and business are encouraged to 
secure booth space in the 
African Marketplace to serve the 
anticipated crowd of 5,000 
attendees. 
More information and 
applications may be acquired by 
calling AFT Festival's 24-hour 
Infoline (909) 422-3689. 
Ewell and Lee To 
Display Artwork 
The Consensus Group, made 
up of representatives from 
The decision provides for the 
funding of an independent EMF 
research and education program 
managed by the California 
Department of Health Services, 
and for California electric 
utilities to help fund the new, 
Popular Tax Talk Seminars 
Enter Fourth Year 
T he National B 1 a c k 
Chamber of 
Commerce (NB CC) 
Planning Committee 
met in Dallas, 
Texas, recently to 
discuss the 
organization's 
upcoming National 
Conference , 
scheduled to be held 
in Dallas at the 
Radisson Hotel, 
August 25-29, 1993. 
The conference 
Clients' Refund Claims in theme will be "Back 
An exhibition of recent works 
by photographers Edward Ewell 
and Sa'longo Lee of South 
Central LA will open on August 
2, 1993 in the Gallery at Art-n-
Barbee Restaurant and Art 
Gallery in the Los Feliz Village 
and run thru August 29th. 
T ax Talk, alive Jeopardy? (FTB); Taking the to the Future: A teleconference that Confusion Out of Audits (IRS Committed Past - A 
connects 25 location in and FI'B); Hot Issues (All). Prepared Tomorrow." The planners Included, from left to right, Thomas L. Houston, 
California, Oregon, and Nevada, Those interested in Coffey said that Chairman, Dallas Black Chamber of Commerce; Oscar J. Coffey, 
There will be an artist 
reception on Sunday, August 
8th, from 3:00 - 7:00 p.m. and is 
open to the public. The Gallery 
is located at 2070 Hillhurst Ave. 
down the alley. The hours are 
Monday - Saturday 11:00 a.m. -
10:00 p.m. and Sunday 11 :00 
a.m. - 9:00 p.m. On weekends 
there will be music and poetry 
performances. 
among the highlights Jr., President and CEO, NBCC and Gemeral E. Berry, Jr., Publisher, 
will be held this year on registering may request a copy of this sum1?er's "Our Texas Magazine." 
Wednesday, September 8. of the Tax Talk brochu re by confe rence will be 
Now in its fourth year, Tax calling (916) 369-5325, or writing seminars that seek to further cities. Organized in 1983, Black chambers of commerce. 
involve NBCC members in the NBCC strives to promote the The o rganization is 
Talk will feature representatives to: Conference Registration, tourism industry and with growth and development of headquartered in Oakland, 
from the Internal Revenue P.O. Box 520, Rancho Cordova, economic development in major Black-owned businesses California. For more 
Service (IRS), State board of CA., 95741-0520. nationwide and also to support information call (214) 421-5200. 
Equalization (BOE), Franchise ~---- --------'--- ------- - ---- ------~'----~---~--- - ~ 
Call (213) 660-5145 (24-
hours) for more infonnation, and 
it is wheelchair accessible. 
Killed Continued from 
Front Page 
how one man was severely beat-
en and how he and others helped 
to save his life when he was 
attacked by a truckload of 
!fispanics carrying large knives, 
m front of his business near the 
Mission Inn. 
Shades of An Gallery, owner, 
James Humphrey, who is fluent 
in Spanish said they ran up and 
down the street attacking Black 
and hollering get the Mahutes 
which is a derogatory term fo; 
African-Americans. 
These killings are senseless 
said Hinds, and these drive-by';s 
must stop," she continued. 
Anyone wishing to help with 
the cost of the funeral can call 
Tillman's Mortuary, (909) 682~ 
6433. 
I 
I 
THE FORUM 
CATALINA 
ISLAND 
UNIVERSAL 
STUDIOS 
Tax Board (FTB), and 
Employment Development 
Department (EDD). 
Because the teieconference is 
live , attendees will have the 
opportunity to submit questions 
to expens through facilitators 
that will be present at each site. 
Some of the topics covered will 
include: Passive Activity Loss 
- The Impact of Material 
Participation (IRS); Sales Tax 
Misconceptions, Exemptions 
and Exclusions (BOE); 
Employee or Independent 
Contractor? Understanding the 
Differences (EDD); Statute of 
Limitations - Are Your 
Tell Them 
You Sa-w It 
In The 
Voice 
KNOTT'S 
BERRY 
FARM 
DISNEYLAND 
All Within Reach 
Located along the 405 
Freeway midway between 59 ~j~~" outdoor swimming pools, 
*
9* $ • wirh property with indoor and Orange and Los Angeles Purch•sc saunas, exercise room, and 
Counties, the Long wi1h a · d f 
.P" room, per $69' l.J,1, myna o res taurants Beach Marriot t offers h h 21 J 
n,g I wll • •l' Advance and lounges to enjoy. 
everything you need for a AJvance Purchase PurchaS< . 
. ~---..L..--__;_;= Tennis, golf and beaches 
leisurely weekend getaway. Enjoy the are minutes away.1f you plan ahead and call 
elegance and amenities of chis reson-like today ... everyching is within your reach' 
'Valid _Friday and Saturday only, based on aoai/abiliry ihrough 12/30/93, rax and 
"1'arumes nor included. Not applicable tn "1'0U/)s or previously booked reser•arions. 
LONG BEACHA\arnott. 
4700 Airport Plaza Dr. • Long Beach, CA 90815 • (3 10) 425-5210 • (800) 321-5642 
DREAMS 
FOR SALE. 
I f you've alvva ys h a d the dre am 
o f ovvning your ovvn home. your 
d ream may hav e just come tru e. 
For as little as you're p a y ing in 
m o n thly rent and a mode st d o vvn 
p a yment. y o u could buy a HUD Home. That's right. The 
U .S . Department of Housing and Urban D e velopme nt 
THE DREAM OF OWNING YOUR O WN HOME CAN C OME 
TRUE FOR ABOUT WHAT YOU'RE PA YING IN REN T . 
(HUD) has p r o grams that m a k e ovvning a home eas ier 
than you t h ink. P rograms that 
vvill ~ven h e lp you cover most if 
not all of your closing costs. 
If you·d like more information 
about the home you 've alvvays 
dreamed o f. c ontact your r eal 
estate agent. Or. for a free 
brochure on hovv to buy a HUD 
home , c a ll 1 - BCXJ-76 7-4HUD. 
The r e's never b een a b etter 
time to follo vv your dream, b ecau se novv you can a fford it. 
WE'LL HELP You OWN A PIECE OF AMERICA. 
To qualttied buyers, only on homes with FHA-insured financing. Closing costs and fees additional. 
\ 
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Attorney at Law 
Law Offices of Audrey G. Owens 
Audrey G. Owens 
Attorney At Law 
(909) 483-3641 
18 Years Experience 
~6 •e· FOR THE BEST I•'-'" INTRAVELPLANS Get Instant Relief From An Asthma Attack 
Proven Methods. 
Free Detai Is 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 683-1777 >Auto Accidents > Personal Inquiries > Slip And Falls > Wills Trust 
M~SS 
23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD. 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
GATEWAY PUBLISHING 
7900 Limonite Ave., Ste. G 
Riverside, CA 92509 
9267 Marvin Ave. # 240 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91780 
909-242-3414 ~--------------JI 
Otis Jones 
Attorney At 
Law 
PAGE ME!! African-American Gift & Bookstore 
Just Opened 
696 North "D" Street Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
. _i 
©:},.::'t . 
. JiJtr= 
.... 
1'1 
Call Me At 
(909) 888-
5579~ 
$9.95 
Per Monlh Includes 
unlimited Airtime • nd 
pager. 
NO CREDIT 
REQ U IRED 
CE LLULAR 
TllUC H IN(: . 
6876 Indiana, S te. I • Riverside 
(909) 686-2337 
•Final Cleanup 
1
•Windows 
(909) 885-8261 
7 Days Available 
Pager 
(909) 512-9612 
24 Hours A Day 
IF WE CAN'T Do IT. 
No ONE CANI 
No D? 
BANKRUPTCY? 
OTHER CREDIT PROBLEMS OK 
CALL fiND fiSK f OR MARVIN 
aoo / 551-0727 
SAS fONDING GR0£1P 
Oils, Incense, Dolls, African 
Clothes, Books, Art, and 
More ... 
-=--.-) 
rndtgo ~ 
6510 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
92506 
Umar Abdul-Hakim 
(909) 781-9575 
Tanya Humphery 
Hours 
Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm 
Albert Johnson Jr. (909) 684-0484 M-F 9 to 6 Sat. 9-3 Best Deal On Home/Business Computers 
386 SX-33 $725.00 
PARALEGAL SERVICES 
o Guardianship o Adoptions 
Attorney At Law 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
386 DX-40 $895.00 
486 DX-33 $1295.00 
Complete new system with software and 
warranty 
o Conservatorship o Probate 
o Name Change o Evictions 
o Restraining Orders o Divorces 
o And much more 
(909) 683-1777 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 - Riverside, CA 92507 
Ast. 386 SX-20 Notebook $1095 
Call (909) 734•J:240 Call for anappointment- (909) 784-6502 J. Lynch 
ti,•l:¥iE,t'31ii:@ 
A Complete Line Of Fine Afrocentric Products 
I Specializing In African & Rasla Clothing For All Occasions I 
• African Fabric ~\\ I/, 
• African Beads .::{ -~-
• African Jewelry -.J · 
• Kente Hats 
• Crowns 
• Kufi's 
• Kola Nuts 
• X's Caps 
• Wall Hangings And 
Sculptures 
• Designer Handbags 
• Sandals 
• Natural Oils & lncensee 
• Reggae & African Music 
• Afrocentric Books 
Hasan's Accessories 
Tri -Star Tri - Star HouRs J Family Dental Centre ~~urs~s. ] 
.9 A.M-6 P.M. I 
• General Dentistry Wednesday I 
D t I L b O P I 10A.M.-7P.M. • . en a a n rem ses Friday . 
• Same Day Repair 9A.M.-sP.M. ; 
. Saturday · 
• Most Insurance Accepted t>y appt.' 
• Children •Seniors 
- -
106 North Eucalyptus 
(Corner of Rialto Ave) 
Rialto 
(714) 875-1299 
- -
Call For Your Appointment 
CASH FLOW A PROBLEM? 
Accounts Receivable 
turned into cash In 48 hours 
KELLY'S BROKERAGE AND FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Certified Factoring Specialist 
P.O. Box 7003 
Redlands. CA 92374 
Contact: 
Specializing in Small & MERCEDES KELLY, C.F.S. 
Medium Sized Businesses (909) 792-8598 
Inquires Welcomed (Long Distance Calls Reimbursed) 
Faur - D Success 
Academy 
Training For - certified Nurse Assistants 
- Home Health Aids 
Free- Through JTPA [:i 1,,~ ,,1,11 Dr. Robert Williams •. - - - Dr. Lloyd B. Walker·-------------- For residents of the City & County of San Bernardino (Restrictions Apply) 
cau for Detalls 
152 S. Riverside, Rialto• Mon• Thurs. 10-7 • Fri & Sat• 10-8 (909} 621-7013 
Charles L. Stewart 
--Agency--
State Farm Insurance 
Specializing In 
71.o '1:AfJS ~ L 
I ~~--- 1· OOK -~-•Church •Business A-{u,fd,,,c( z,~ ~ $'1W(u F QUAUTYWORRY-FREEEVENTS!! OR ANNOUNCING ... AT 1HE LOWEST PRICES AROUND!! 
•Condominiums 
Life •Apartments 
--lnsurance--
~ I-K()0-6()6-'1:AtJS - . I SPECIAL 
..a. t:>.p. 1:,12ezi 1:-1 ... 
THE SATISFYING PROFESSIONAL DISC ]OCKEY SJ;D"· Co UPO NS 1-909-653-1133 
AND Support Our 
Advertisers Seop 
:------------------1iWITH 
MARLOW HOOPER 
Assistant Manger/Real Estate Division 
• Refinances 
2nd's and 3rd's 
• Real Estate Loans 
HA VE. ·CREDIT PROBLEMS? 
BEHIND IN PAYMENTS? 
Pay off bills, tax liens, etc. 
Self- employed 
Rate low as 4.9% 
APR7.625% . 
12040 La -Crosse Ave. 
•' 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
CALL TODAY 
(800) 947-3333 OR (909) 370-1700 
VOICE MAIL: 422-3707 
(Licensed by the California Department of Real Estate.) 
THE 
LACK 
OICE 
4S0 Powell Street• San Francisco, CA 94102 
"Sen•ing the Co1111111111i~1· 11'ith Quality Care and Erpert Serrice. • 
23080 D-220 Alessandro Bin i• ~lorL·no \ ';1lk-y. CA (909) 656-4131' · 
r:
----------------, . Bl $2 50 NextloGarlic Rose • • • • • • ••••••• I I ouses....................................... . I and Don Jose I SPECIA.L I 
!Laundry Shirts .......................... $1.001 j ~ ) :o RAPERY: 
IIPants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .$2.00 11..:....: ~1==><===~1_· -=g+-=-i:1: __ 1 Nessando'o PER PLEAT L I N E D .I 
1s uits ..•.....................................•.•. $4.75 1 • 7 9 llf"'. ., IDresses ....................................... $4.75 I : 't-Art::Ngo;:.~:,. 1 
l(Silk X tra) I Musi present coupon With incoming orders. I 
- I not valld with other on ... • E•p,ru F«i 93 I L----------------~ ••••••••••••• 
<>'-1· 1>\\(ll\',l',(,SIH\l<I • Pl<K - IP.1ndl>l· II\IH\ 
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The Black Voice News 
COLTON 
Institute of Divine Metaphyiscal 
Resarch 
William Beamon 
(909) 823-2200 
, (Meeting Place) 
, 582 W. Valley Blvd 
Colton, CA 92334 
Mailing Address- P.O. Box 0012 
Fontana, CA 92324 
' (Meeting Times) 
, Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm 
, , Sunday- 11:00 am - 1:00 pm 
' 
FONTANA 
Methodist 
BeJhelAME 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(900) 350-9401 
Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St, Fontana, CA 
(909) 350-9646 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
9:30am. 
11:00 a.m. 
5:00p.m; 
Prayer and Bible 
Study Wed. 
Ephesian New Testament 
Rev. Emory James, Pastor 
16286 Foothilll Blvd. 
Fontana.CA 
(900) 823-3400 
KPRO 1570AM 
7:00p.m. 
I (see ad for services) 
I Seventh bay Adventist Fontana Juniper A,e. SDA 
l 7347 Juniper Ave. Fontana, Ca (900) 822-4349 
' 
• Non Denominational 
Loveland 
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
. 16888 Baseline Avenue 
' Fontana. CA 92336 
' (909) 899-0777 
, (see ad for services) 
. - - -·. 
I 
This Week Try A 
Church That 
Advertises In 
Our Directory 
BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH 
'. 16262 Baseline Ave. 
: Fontana, CA 92335 
: (909)350-9401 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Morning Service 
Sunday School 
Sunday Service 
Women In Prayer 
8:00 a.m. 
9:45a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
1 After Sunday Serive 
' Prayer Meeting 
• Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
W orslrlp With Us At 
GRAND TERRACE 
Church Glorious Christian 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
11750 ML Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(909)423-3035 
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m. 
MORENO VALLEY 
Methodist 
Perris Valley Ministry of the 
United Methodist Church .. 
Rev. Charles E. WashingtOn 
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge 
Elementary School 
15950 Indian Ave., MV 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
New Covenant Bible Church 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching 
St., Corner of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(909) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m. 
PERRIS 
Baptist 
Ntw Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. 
First Baptist Church 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Pastor E14er George King 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(909) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
L OVELAND Jesus is Lord · 
'I 
, I 
. 
. '
,. 
Sunday Wonhlp Location: 
Etlwanda High School 
13S00 Victoria Avenue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
Service Times: 
8:00a.m. 
Hallelujah Service 
11:00 a.m. 
Cathedral Worship 
6:00p.m. 
The Great Family Assembly 
1583 V(est Union Street 
P.O. Box 7333 
... 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 '. -· 
(714) 888-2038 · . 
Chuck Singleton 
Senior Pastor 
' · 
-
Temple 
, .. 
, 
Missionary . · 
Baptist 
·c_µurch 
I' 
I Sunday School 
. Morning Worship 
Teen Su;,,~it Tuesday 
Wed Night Prayer 
, Wed Night Bible Study 
- - 1 
9:4S-AM , ' 
8:00AM: '0 
& 11:00AM 
7:00PM . 1 
6:30PM , 
7:0.0PM 
. 
. t •• I 
Religion 
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Morning Worship 
Adventist 
11:00 a.m. Canaan Baptist Church 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
Youth Program 4:00 p.m. 2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
REDLANDS 
Baptist 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939 Clay 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(909) 793-2380 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
Rev. A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(900)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m. 
RIALTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
Pastor Elder Timothy Nixon 
275 E. Grove St Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-5851 
The Living Word Deli,erance 
Center 
fastors Harvey & Ilean Jones 
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-3539 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
12:30pm 
Wednesday Night 7:00 pm 
RIVERSIDE 
Metlwdist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Baptist 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(909) 688-7872 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
BLA CK VOICE 
(900)353-1010 
Sunday Bible Study 
Sunday Worship 
Sunday Training 
Tuesday Church 
Workers Meeting 
Prayer & Bible 
Study Meetings 
Wednesday 
9:15 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
6:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
Come & See Baptist Church · 
24528 Sunnyinead Blvd. Suite C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(909) 486-4864 
Dr. E. Jones . 
School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m 
Friendship Missionary 
Baptist Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Mission 
Wed Bible Study 
Sat Choir Rehearsal 
9:30a.m. 
11 :00a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
1:30p.m. 
Good News Missionary Baptist 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris 
215 Big Springs Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 55743 
(900) 787-7743 
Sunday Services 
Song& 
Praise Service 9:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist 
Rev. H. Bratton 
11100 Cedar Ave. 
Bloomington, CA 92316 
(909) 871-2978 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Worship & Praise 
11:00a.m. 
12:30p.m. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Pastor Elder Jesse Wilsmi 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(9()<)) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2719 lltll SI. 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
Riverside, CA 12807 
(909)883-1887 
Worsllip Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunda9 Scllool 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Warship 11:00 a.m. 
Prayer and Bible Shady 
Wednesday 8:30 p.m. 
1 First Baptist hurch ; 
277 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (714) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am 
Morning Worship - 10:45 arr:i . 
Bible Study & Ctiolr Practice • 6:00 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class - 12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm 
L
w __ ed:..n_e_s_d_ay ___ ..:........ _ ____ __ R_e_v_. _Marvin. L .• Brown II Prayer Praise - 7:00 pm ='I 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
Worship Services 
Sunday: 
..Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Tuesday: 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul 5. Munford,M. Div. 
· ."Everyone Is Welcome" 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Services 
Mid-Week Service 
Wednesday Evening 
Youth Bible Service 
Friday Evening 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
11:00a.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. - Pastor 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(909) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Park A,enue Baptist Church 
Rev. L.E. Campbell Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
Thursday, July 29.1993 
Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple · 
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis 
·2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
Sunday School 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:15 a.m. 
Evening Service 6:30 a.m. 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights & 
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m. 
Apostolic/Pentecostal 
Ri,erside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909)788-0170 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Non Denominational 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
6no Magnolia 
Riverside, CA 92506 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Wednesday 
Teacher's Meeting 
Prayer Meeting 
Bible Study 
10:50 a.m. Second Baptist Church 
6:00 p.m. 2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
6:00p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
6:00p.m. Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10: 15 a.m. 
"Blood Bought" DeliYerance 
Ministries 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop} 
(An inter-denominational Ministry) 
Pastor Patrick Belton 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School - 10:30-11:45 
Worship Service - 12:00 noon 
(Temp Location): Holiday INN-
Crown Room, 1200 University 
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507 
Call (900) 788-2563 for info. 
The Powerhouse COGJC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 
SL John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(900) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning W9rship 
Evening Service 
7:45p.m. 
9:30am. 
11:00~.m. 
6:00p.m. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(900)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Tuesday Bible Study 
General Service 
Friday 
9:30a.m. 
ll:30a.m. 
6:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
For Weekly 
Church News 
Subscribe, To 
The Voice 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9: 15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Nursery Opened 10: 15 a .m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
Prayer S e rvices 7:00 p.m . T Ell th Pastor . swor 
California Street Church Of 
Christ 
2828 N. California Street 
San Bernardino, California 
(909) 887-5213 
Courtney Carruthers, Pastor 
Order Of Services 
Sunday Morning Bible Class 
Sunday Morning Worship 
Sunday Evening Worship 
Tuesday Teen Bible Study 
Wednesday Bible Study 
ST. PAUL A.M.E. 
CHURCH 
j 1355 W. 21st. Street 
! San Bernardino, CA 
92411 
(909)887-1718 
Sunday Worship 
Services 8: 00 a. m. 
11 a.m. 
Sunday School 9 :30 a. m. 
Wednesday 
Gantt , II 
9:45 am 
11:00 am 
6:00pm 
6:00pm 
7:00 pm 
Bible Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Brooks 
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Evergreen Singers To 
Perform At NANM 
Convention In Oakland 
The well known local group, 
Evergreen Singers, has been 
invited to perfonn at the annual 
convention of the National 
Association of Negro Musicians 
in Oakland, August 1 - 6 at the 
Pare Oakland Hotel. The group 
under the leadership of Sylvia 
Cichocki, will perform a 
repertoire of songs on 
California Night, Tuesday, 
August 3rd. 
First Baptist Holds 
Annual Revival 
The First Baptist Church of 
Perris will hold its Annual 
Revival beginning Monday, 
August 16th through 20th. 
Each service will begin 
promptly at 7:00 p.m. nightly. 
For further information call 
(909) 657-3767. 
San Bernardino 
Christian Centre Holds 
Anniversary Services 
San Bernardino Christian 
Centre is proud to announce it's 
"First Anniversary Appreciation 
Services" for Pastor Philip 
Powell and family on Sunday, 
August 1st through August 4th. 
Services will be held at 1214 S. 
Waterman Avenue, San 
Bernardino. 
For more information call 
(909) 885-2225. 
Mandela Well Received By L.A. Ministers 
W hen Nelson Mandela came to 
Los Angeles recently he met 
with ministers from the Los 
Angeles area and community, 
who helped further the cause 
of South Africa. 
Mandela and "Chip" Murray, 
First AME Church of LA. 
:~~~.!~~~~: a~;~t ~ :1:,:, \ 
Church m Los Angeles. \i; i · 
Mandela spoke of the need .·•  
for African-Americans to 
help Blacks of South Africa. 
His request was answered 
and he left with a sizable 
donation from the clergy. 
Mark Whltlock, Renaissance 
Program and Mandela. 
Rev. Jessel Strong, Pacolma 
and Mandela. 
Fred Berry Comes To Open Arms "Let's Get Busy" For The Kingdom Concert 
Jerry Florence In Concert 
Jerry Florence is a pioneering 
singer, songwriter and record 
producer whose music expresses 
a vision of world unity and 
peace. While talcing Science of 
Mind classes in 1985, Jerry had 
a dream of bringing a new 
musical expression to the New 
Though movement. That dream 
manifested and Jerry and 
Alliance (a three person vocal 
group which Jerry founded) 
quickly rose to be among the 
leaders of contemporary New 
Thought Music. You can catch 
Jerry Florence and Alliance in 
concert on Friday, July 30th, 
7:30 p.m. For more infonnation 
call (909) 734-4000. 
' 
Fred "Re-Run" Berry is one . -~:" , · 
North Fontana 
gospel concert on 
July 31st at 4:00 
p.m. Guests for 
the concert will 
include: gospel 
and secular artist 
Nysia, local 
soloist Natalie . 
Anerberry; gospel · 
group True Force; 
8368 Beech Ave., Fontana, will be hosting a 
. . ..... , ......... ,,,,...... .. . ._B_e .... th_e_l A_M_E_C_h_u_r,_ch---"-1 
of the America's most loved T.V. ; ,i,~~s,-.~ 
characters. For fourteen years · 
Fred played "Re-Run" on 
"What's Happening" and 
"What's Happening Now". 
These shows are still on in over 
200 markets in the United 
States, and many outside the 
United States, in over twenty 
different Languages. 
In 19 84 Fred Berry 
recommitted his life to Christ. ~r 
ln his own words, "this is for Ope' n" A F 11 hi 1 ted k II H. 1 " J h . rms e ows p, oca eeps · is ove ior esus. as at 2850 Foothill Blvd., #203 
led thousands _to a savmg (Comer of Foothill d P 
knowledge of Christ. . an epper. 
F d .11 b . Next door to Empire Tatoo), on re w1 e appearmg at August 1st at 7:00 p.m. 
trumpet player 
Jerald Saunders; 
Stacia Gardener, 
Sons of the IGng, 
and gospel singer 
C.J. For more 
information call 
(909) 824-6318. 
New Visions 
Perris Valley United Methodist 
Church 
Quinn AME 
Clturclt 
24480 Sophie St. , 
Perris, CA 92570 
(909) 657-5705 
· Pastor, Rev. Randolph 
Douglas 
Order Of Service 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m 
Morning Worship 10:30 
a.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 6:30 p.rn. 
Prayer 12 Noon 
SUPPORT OUR 
A D V ERTISERS 
RIVERSIDE FAITH 
TEMPLE MINISTRIES 
2355 Pennsylvania 
Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 Meeting At: st. Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
Christopher .2.2920 Allessandro (909) 788-0170 
COME WORSHIP 
WITH US 
YOU'LL LOVE IT! 
cathollc Church Blvd. 
13510 Perris Moreno Valley, CA 
Blvd., Moreno 9.2552 
· • · · · · Emerson, Jefferson (Pastor) Valley (Alessandro & 
PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS Frederick} 
SUNDAY SERVICES Worship Schedule: (909J 653-6650 
Prayer .......................................... ............................. 8:30a.m. Sunday School 9:30 a.m. ORDER OF SERVICE 
Sunday School ........................................................... 9:30a.m. - 1Communlon Service 10:30 a.m. Sunday School 9:30 ant 
Morning Service ...................................................... 11:00a.m . .,., With A Combined Service The First Sunday Morning Wonllip I 1 :00 ant 
( 
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................ 6:30p.m. English Sunday School 10:00 a.m. Church Service 10:30 a.m. ••• .,_ OO _. d 
Tongan Sunday School 1 :OO p.m. Langu;,;;ag:,;e;,.S;.;e~rv~l~ce~2:~3.:,.0 ~P·;;.;m,;,;,·.1...:.811:,==•='•=S=fu= .. =='=======7=:=mpcm::W=•=•=1nze~•=ay~= 
I 
Bright Star Missionary Bapdst 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
8:00 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
L Rubidoux SDA Church 
5530 34th Street 
Rubidoux, California 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 1355 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909) 276-Sn4 
Cleveland Hobdy III, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 9: 15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Chmch Setvice 11:00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. ML Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Setvices 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship Hour 11:00 a.m. 
urc o o In 
Carter Memorial 
lfl06 W. 11th St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Non Denominational 
Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods· 
5395 N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Apostolic I Pentecostal 
Ughthouse Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward 
3153N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 887-1227 / 887-3809 
(see ad for services) 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2138 
un Y 
Sunday Worship 
Wednesday 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! • Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Wednesday Bible 
Study 
Prayer Meeting 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
lO a.m. 
11 a.m. 
7p.m. 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Setvices 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30p.m. 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery Setvices Provided 
aptlSl 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Services 
Sunday School 
Sunday 
Worship Service . 
Sunday-
Children "s Chmch 
Monday-
9:30a.rri. 
11:00a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Choir Rehearsal 7:00·p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise 
Service 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
6:00p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
New Vision Folll'square Gospel 
Chllrch 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Jule~ Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
Prayer Meeting 
Friday 
St. Paul AME Church 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
1355 W. 21st Street 
. Riverside ( c~~t~) __ 
Tuesday Grace Bethel MBC 
10250 Cypress Ave. 
7:30 p.m. Riverside, CA 92053 
(909) 352-1688 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
,Pastor Rev. Levonzo Gray 
Services: 
Sunday School 
Evening Worship 
2nd &4th 
9:30 am 
7:30pm 
Monday Evagelism 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Prayer 
Service 6:30pm 
Mt. Zion Baptist Church-
2111 W. Lincoln Street 
San Bernardino, 92411 
(909) 887-1411 
Rev. H.L. Cambpell, Pastor 
"Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen." Order Of Service 1 
' (see ad for worship times) 
Marena Valley 
Quinn Chapel AME 
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(909) 653-6650 / 887-3076 
Order of Setvices 
Sunday School 
Church Service 
'Bible Study 
9:30am 
11am 
Wednesday 
7 pm 
Morning Worship 8:00 am ·, 
Sunday School 9:30 am 
Morning Worship 11 :00 am 
Evening Service 7:00 pm 
Tuesday Nite Mission 7:00 pm 
Wednesday Nite Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting 7:00 pm, 
1st Sunday Communion · 
New Birth Baptist Church 
' ' I 1131 Pierce Street 
; Riverside, CA 92503 
; (909) 354-9090 or 341-0347(pager) 
J Rev. E.V. Jemigan,Pastor 
; Order of Service 
, Morning Service 10:00 am Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. Sunday Service 11 :00 am 
· Celebration Service 
Evangelic Service 11:00 a.m. •-Ill!!!!!--------- Wednesday Night 6:30p.m. I SUBSCRIBE I __ PrayerService 7:30pm 
I , 
. 
I I 
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FREEWAY LINCOLN MERCURY • VOLKSWAGEN 
BEEN MORE 
1993 Lincoln Mark VIII 1993 Lincoln Continental 1993 Lincoln Town Car Executive 
2T0 
CHOOSE 
FROM 
LEASE FOR 
$469 PerMo.* $3,000 DOWN 2TO CHOOSE FROM LEASE FOR $489 PerMo.* $3,000 DOWN 2T0 CHOOSE FROM LEASE FOR $51 9 ·PerMo.* $3,000 DOWN 
·2'--ond-. Wlt,purc:t,-oplcn, Pw-oplcn S22.~.71 Pllolotma,t1o_.,,_11e1n_ 
-•--olll•NCUIIJdepoolt. T01lldP"1ffl.,la$17,054.ll4. i.-o..-u-att5,000_por_. On 
___ , atNoploo 10#711311, 711318. 
•2, Monti- _,di-. Wl'1~op41on. Pw-ap41on$17,575.12. ""81•-palffl_,~ _,_ 
- • tu Sid rOM>d- N<Urity depooiL Total of-- $17, 1 .. .55. i-ca1a,1atac1 • 15,000 ,.._ por ,-. On 
--cr-.1 atl'lapricelOUll:193', - · 
·2, 11onti- on<1-W1111'"'-cp11on. 1v«-q,1ons1a,011.12. P\101•--n -
- . 1uwr• fl.rld-N<Uritydopo,1L Totalol--$18,097.60. 1-cala,latad •15.!)00ml•po,y- . On 
--credit 1 et ltioprice 101&7-. 7- . 
MSRP .. - ................ ·-·- ··$38,059 OR BUY FOR OR BUY FOR MSRP ............................ $35,434 OR BUY FOR FWY o,sc _ __ $4,060 
YOUR COST $33,999 MSRP ............................ $38,047 FWY DISC ............. - •••••••• $3,848 YOUR COST $32,199 . FWY DISC ....................... $3,635 Factory Rebate .... - ...... -$2,000 YOUR COST $29,799 
1993 MERCURY COUGAR 
Lease 
For $269 
$1,SOODown 
PER 
MO* 
1993 VW GOLF Ill 
s 1 ag .t~IIOo1t11 •, LEASE PER. 1~~~ 
FOR MO.* "'.,,.•nl), 
s1000DOWN* 
·48moothsc:losed 
:~d.:•, .. :p:i~·~ t ,,. _Lf-...,3 I_-: ~ 
S6233 05. P,e. lliili.-s, ... ~ 
p ayment 
$1763.15 plus w. 
lie. lees and refun-
dable socurily d<- - -
posit Total ot pay. 
menls $10,666.15. 
On appro,ed cred• 
~- OR BUY FOR 
MSRP ................................................ $13,850 
FWY DISC ....••.....•••.....•.......••.................. $441 
$13 3 I g 2TO YOUR CHOOSE COST ' I~~:, 02?183 
Lease 
For 
38 mon'1-
tftd IHMwllh 
~opton. 
ol ss,,u.cs. 
"'• ltlt IIIOntl\e 
peymenl. lk:9n .. __ ..,_.,,., 
refundabl e 
dopooiL To!Arl ol 
peym e n t1 
SI 0 ,255. '5 . 
Lo.-Clbiiol· 
ed at 15.000 
mlloo ps yea,. OR BUY FOR 
MSRP ................................................ $12,470 
FWY DISC .............................................. $771 
FACTORY REBATE ................................ 200 
ii~; $11 ,499 ciiE 
ID I ~11112. 650675 
$1000DOWN* 
/ a:I;I--~ . 
F 
YOUR CHOOSE $1" 5 I I 2TO COST 9 _ '~:S~ o 
QUALITY USED CARS & TRUCKS 
89CHRYSLER ' 93 FOX YOLKS· 89MERCURY 
LEBARON TURBO WAGON SEDAN SABLE~ AIR CONDITIONING, AM/FM STEREO AUTO, PS.~Q D, P AUTO. AIR, TURBO, P. WIND, P CASSETTE, LOW Mil.ES, SUPER LOCKS, LEATHER INT .. 10. 625470 LOCKS, LE ~ EELS, $6,491 CLEAN 10. 006350. 
~,996 $8,396 
91 FORD 1993TOYOTA 89 LINCOLN CONTI· 
TAURUS GL PASEO NENTAL SIGNATURE AIR CONDITIONING. POWER STEER- LOADED INCLUDING. LEATHER, CD AIR COND, TILT, CRUSE. CASS, P., ING, 5-SPEED TRANS, LOW MILES. 
SEAT, LOW MILES 10. 238414 HURRY WONT LAST VINI 116391 PLAYER, DUAL POWER SEATS. IOI $10,996 629145, $11,596 $11,996 
91 FORD EXPLORER 91 FORD 
WAGON4DOOR VAN CONVERSION V-8. AUTO. AIR, P. WINDOWS & SUPER CLEAN.AIR, OVERDRIVE LOCKS, OUAD CAPTAINS CHAIRS 
TRANS.ONLY 18KMILES VINO JI RUNNING BOARDS, BAY WINDOWS. $14,599 LOW MILES, VIN# A29159 $15,996 
1600 Camino Real , San Bernardino 
Lincoln• Mercury• Volkswagen 
Tax Rate based on 7.5%. All prices are pius, tax. 
90 MERCURY 93FORD 92MERCURY 
SABLE GS TEMPO TOPAZ 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. AUTO. AIR. TILT. CRUSE, AM/FM AUTO, AIR, PWR STEERING/ 
CASSETTE ONLY 11.000 MILES, BRAKES/ WINDOWS/LOCKS/SEATS/, POWER STEERING. AIR CONDITION TILT CRUISE. AM/FM CASS. CUS-
ING 10#608159 SUPERSHARP. VINl218!51)l TOM WHEELS VIN#634256 $8,996 $9,291 $9,291 
91 MERCURY 90 FORD MUSTANG 91 VOLKSWAGEN 
COUGAR GT CONVERTIBLE PASSAT SEDAN 
V-6 ENG, AUTO AIR COND, PWR AUTO TRANS. POWER STEERING. AUTO TRANS, AIR, TILT, CRUSE, 
STEER, BRAKES. WINOOWS, TILT. WIN, LOCKS AIR.TILT, CRUSE. POWER STEERING, WINDOWS. 
CRUISE, Ml/FM CASSETTE IOI 62944 CUST WHEELS, ID# 207178 LOCKS, & CASSETTE IOI 017670 $11,996 $11,999 $12,496 
90 LINCOLN TOWN 92 LINCOLN 91 LINCOLN 
CAR SIGNATURE 
~-
MARK VII LSC AUTO, AIR, D. POWER SEATS. AUTO, AJA, POWER SEATSIOOOR l.EATHERC SUN ROOF. TILT. CRUSE. 
AM/FM ASSETTE.<:D, DUAL AIR LOCKS. LEATHER TILT CRUISE. 
BAG VINI 721361 AM/FM CASSETTE, VIN# 727952 $17,596 $19,999 $21,995 
(909) 
889-3514 
SERVICE & PARTS 
OPEN SAT. 8 A.M. - 3PM 
license, document fees on approved credit. Subject to prior sale. Sale prices does not apply to leases. Sale ends 819193. 
'( 
93 FORD 93 MERCURY MUSTANG TRACER WAGON AUTO, AIR, PWR STEERING/ 
BRAKES/ WINDOWS/LOCKS/SEATS/, AUTO, AIR CONDITIONING, AM/FM 
TILTCRUIS~ AM/FM CASS. CUS- STEREO CASSETTE. VIN IJ 607568 TOM WH ELS IOI 125867 $9,999 $9,998 
91 FORD MUSTANG 92 VOLKSWAGEN 
CONVERTIBLE PASSAT SEDAN 5.0 LITER V•S. AUTO TRANS., 
AIR.POWER WINDOWS/ LOCKS ~PEED TRANSMISSION, AIR CONDITION· 
CUST WHEELS, TILT CRUSE, AMil=M ING, TILT WHEEL. CASSETTE, POWER 
CASS 10. 125867 STEERING, EXTRA CLEAN VIN# -$12,999 $13,388 
92 LINCOLN 93MERCURY 
TOWN CAR VILLAGER WAGON DUAL POWER SEATS, LEATHER LOADED INCLUDING LEATHE~ INTERIOR" DUAL AIR BAGSE FULLY 
LOADED, ANTI-LOCK BRAK S VINI SUNROOF - ALL OF THE OPTIO SI 
752423 4K MILES 10. J12088 $22,696 $22,999 
I 
I 
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MC Lyte - Ain't No Other -
Atlantic Records/First Priority -
When I recently got MC Lyre's 
newest album I was ecstatic. 
(Y'all know she's my girl.) I 
had already heard a lot of hype 
about the album so I was 
waiting to hear her first single 
which was correctly rumored to 
be produced by Wrecks-N-
Effect. The single is 
'~Ruf/neck" and it is doing well 
on the charts. This definitely is 
not a "When In Love" Part 2 
{the song that debuted her last 
.album). 
Because Lyte used some 
R&B flava in her last album 
"Eyes On This" she was 
accused of going soft. Though 
this wasn't the case then, and it 
definitely isn't the case now. 
-: ·"Ruf/neck" is just the 
• •· · :beginning. On "Hard Copy" 
· :-J,yte reintroduces Isis (now 
• known as Lin Que) and another 
- iemale artist who all get mad 
: -wreck, telling everybody to 
:=•:step to them" if they dare . 
:=This song is a trip because each 
of the three women rap the 
·:same verse, in her own 
.. ndividual style. It's phat. 
Other sure jams are my favorite 
"Lil Paul," which is the prime 
reason why I like MC Lyte, a 
hard-core comical duet and a 
response to last year's disse~ 
from Roxanne Shantl that 
leaves you feeling sorry for her. 
(I can't print either of the titles.) 
As for the remainder of the 
album, it's mediocre. But you 
never know, by the time one of 
her producers - Backspin, Audio 
Two, K Cut & Sir Scratch, Aqil 
Davidson , Walter "Mucho" 
Scott or Markel Riley - remixes 
one of these cuts, it could be a 
sleeper hit. 
Poizon Posse - Stompin' -
Chemistry/Mercury Records -
Ro Ro, Aishah, Lisa and Keisha 
absolutely take no shorts. I saw 
the ladies perfonn a few years 
ago on the cable pay-per view 
event "Sisters In The Name of 
Rap." What I saw was four-
long-J odeci-coat-hiki ng-boot-
wearin '-bu bble-gum-smackin' -
hard•core girls, who fit the 
pretty girl image, but were mad 
and looked like they'd beat 
anybody's butt. Their style is 
cool, they interact with each 
other 's rap, adding a little ad 
libbing here and there and it's 
rough. 
Informing you that they have 
a song called "I'm the Other 
Woman" gives you a better idea 
of their potency. And let me tell 
you, this song is not a sincere 
expression of love and remorse 
like Shirley Murdock's "As We 
Lay." Naw. The Poizon 
Posse's attitude is straight "He's 
gonna take you home/ And come 
swinging with his mistress/He'll 
dis you before he '11 dis this." 
Their currently single is "This 
. ls It Y'all." 
All this seems a little to the 
left for their producer Sweet T 
("It's My Beat" and "It's Like 
That Y'all"). I would have 
expected something more 
.. . smooth, sweet and lady like. I 
: : : : : ~ ess that doesn't sell anymore? 
. Tell Them 
You Sa'1V It 
In The 
Voice 
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Meteor Man Shoots To A Theatre Near You 
come from a costume with a 
G cape. r o u n d b re a k i n g The star - studded supporting filmmaker Robert cast includes such favorites as 
. T o w n s e n d Bill Cosby, James Earl Jones, 
("Hollywood Shuffle," "The Robert Guillaume and Maria 
Five Heartbeats") wrote, Gibbs. With a major soundtrack 
directed .and stars in this tie-in from Motown, THE 
adventure comedy. METEOR MAN also features 
Hit by a magical emerald several of today's hottest 
meteor, inner city school teacher recording anists in acting roles, 
Jefferson Reed (TOWNSEND) including Luther Vandross and 
suddenly finds himself endowed rap stars Another Bad Creation, 
with superpowers. Now hailed Big Daddy Kane, Biz Markie, • 
as THE METEOR MAN - Cypress Hill and Naughty by 
notwithstanding his fear of Nature. 
heights, which for a time limits The exciting visual effects 
his flying altitude to only four were developed by George 
feet off the ground - the once Lucas' preeminent special 
timid school teacher is forced to effects company, Industrial 
become a real hero. With the Light and Magic. 
encouragement of his parents, Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer 
his friends - and even his dog presents a superhero for the 
- Jeff finds that his greatest '90s, THE METEOR MAN, a 
power is helping his neighbors Tinsel Townsend Production . 
to help themselves, and soon starring Robert Townsend, 
learns that true courage doesn't Marla Gibbs, Eddie Griffin, 
As The Meteor Man, Robert Townsend tries to help his community, backed by (I to ~) Eddie 
Griffin, Marla Gibbs, Asia Dos Reis, Robert Guillaume, Marilyn Coleman and Sam Jackson In 
MGM's The Meteor Man. 
Robert Guillaume. James Earl 
Jones, Bill Cosby and Another 
Bad Creation, with special• 
appearances by Luther 
Vandross, Sinbad, Naughty by 
Nature, Cypress Hill, Big Daddy 
Kane and Biz Markie. Robert 
Townsend directs from his script 
with Loretha Jones producing. 
Connery And Snipes Team Up For Rising Sun· 
tt R ising Sun," starring Sean 
Connery and Wesley 
Snipes is the story of two special 
liaison detectives investigating 
the death of a young woman 
found murdered in the Los 
Angeles headquaners of a large 
Japanese corporation. The film 
is set against the backdrop of 
U.S. Japanese business 
relationships and competition. 
"Rising Sun" is a 1\ventieth 
Century Fox Presentation of a 
Walrus & Associates Ltd. 
Product;ion of a Philip Kaufman 
Film. It is directed by Philip 
Kaufman and produced by Peter 
Kaufman, Michael Crichton & 
Michael Bakes , based on the 
CHATSWOITII Pocl!lc•s • IRVINE 
novel by Michael Crichton. The 
film also stars Harvey Keitel, 
Cary-Hiroyuki Tagawa, Kevin 
Anderson, Mako and Tia 
Carrere. 
In 1987 Connery won both the 
Best Supporting Actor Oscar and 
The Golden Globe Award for 
.. The Untouchables." Connery 
has starred in "Time Bandits," 
"The Name of the Rose," "The 
Presidio," "Family Business," 
"The Hunt for Red October," 
"The Russia House," "Indiana 
Jones and the Last Crusade," and 
a host of other films. 
Wesley Snipes won the 1989 
Cable ACE Award for Best 
Actor in HBO's "Vietnam War 
"A Big Winner. 
Moving. riveting. truthful. funny and real. 
Janet Jackson and John Singleton score bif 
- Neil Rosen WNCN RADIO NYl NEWS 
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS 
A NEW DEAL/NICKEL PRODUCTION 
A FILM BY JOHN SINGLETON JANET JACKSON 
POETIC JUSTICE TU PAC SHAKUR 
TYRA FERRELL REGINA KING JOE TORRY 
• .. STANLEY CLARKE . MAYA ANGELOU 
. STEVE NICOLAIDES:,:, JOHN SINGLETON 
R ··· .. ... · · · JOHN SINGLETON 
C8:••·•··••r COL UMBIA! "t · 
,r,orn, orn,eco, Pl CTU RES L.l_ 
. 
• 
Wlnnfl!ca Dr1v9-ln EdwardS Unlvffltty 
81~9-6806 714/854-8811 
. 
. 
. 
* CHINO Movies 8 • LA IIIWA Kr11UJrion·s • ORANGE • SANTA MONICA 
- ~~=·1200 ~~~~?8~ro7 m's'L~~ ~Mg:.e:~N6:IBX 
Edwards WeslenO 8 • IA VERNE Edwards ORANGE Slodlum • SHERMAN OAKS 
* CENfllllY CITY 909/273-0101 la Verne 12 Cinemas lllt,e-in 71,11839-8n0 Pocllle 4 A3~~~~4 lBK * COSTA MESA 909/39H885 e PASADENA Pocfflc'S 818/990-4140 
• Edwards Mt$0 
4pohaurklng" ~v~  714/646-5025 • WEWOOD Poclllc"s Hasilngs8181351-7555 • SIMI M<lnn 6 
""'' •~ laklwaod C1n1or • PASADENA 805/583-0711 
purchase. * COVINA SaCal"s Fax 310/531-9580 Unlled Mim * TEMECULA Edwards 
* IEVULY IILLS 8181332·00SO * LANCASTER - 12 Markefl>laco Rancho Collklmlo 
General Clnema·s * CULVEI CITY 805/945-3887 8181795-1386 909/694·4130 
~to:i~ ~l~~~i:::z~ LOMA UNDA Poofflc"s • PUENTE HILLS • THOUSAND OAKS 
Advance Tlckell on • EAOU ~K PWA Trl·Clly DrtV9·ln ~~~~~i~o ~~~~:V-
Solt Dolly. 2~ hours Pacific•, Eagle Rack 909/889·2025 
~ee volido!ed 213/254-9101 * LONG HACH • RANCHO CUCAMON8A • UPLAND EOWaros 
parking. * IL MONTE E•·-~s AMC Marlna Pacifica Edwards • Mounloln Green 4 
"""'" 310/493-5521 Rancho Cucamonga 909/982-7851 
• HOLLYWOOD Pacitlc"s El M01118 8 Cinemas 909/989-6697 * V'LENC" e•·-~, Clna,ama Dome 818/580-7660 LONG IEAClt ~ "' """'" 
2131466-3401 • EL TORO AMC Pint Square 16 • REDONDO IIACN VOlancla Town Ctftltr 10 
Theolre Equlppe(! tor EdwardS Saddlebock 310/435-1335 ~:~~!\"· Bay 805/287-1740 
1f1e Haarlng Impaired. 7lol/581-5880 - •- > VAN HUY$ Podftc•s 
* UNIVERSAL CITY • FONTANA LONG IUCH Pacific"s • RIVUSIOI SaCars Van Nuys Drive-In 
Clnepltx 0deorl Edwards Fon1ano 8 Las Allos Dr!w-ln Canyon Crasl Cinema 818/786-3500 
g~=I C#V 909/356-5666 310/421-8831 9091682•6900 * VENTURA Century 
818/508-0588 FUUI RTON LOS AINNUS SoCal's * :::: P0!I< Siena 805/644-5666 
* ALHAMBRA Edwards 7.!~t~: ~=~~• Moll : ::·::: * :~~t~~}r'les lO 
AJ81h8/2am8br1~098Placeo GARDENA Paclflc"s • UMAln~~!!.Lc•1EnemoY AMC Rolling HIiis WP ESlflT~HISTfR 
Vermanl Drlvt-ln 3101823'.3959 310/326•5511 Ceancnne" sla Drive-In A.ZUSAEl!words 310/323-•055 c•-•- > 
Azuso Drive-In • MISSION VIEJO * SAN BERNARDINO 310!670-8677 
8181334•0263 * GRANADA HILLS Edwards Crown Valley Pacific's Inland Center • WESTMINSTER Edwards 
* A.ZUSA Edwards ~~ :.~3~cvles 714/364-0120 714/381-1611 WastmlnS1er fw\11 
~:~~:;2 HAWTHORNE ==~lo 10 * ::!t:~ot ~:~=~~:13a3- ·s 
* BAKERSFIELD ; 1~41~\es 213/722-8086 714I5•0•7444 HI-Way 39 Drtva-tn 
Unlled Anlsts Mavles C,._..,. " ._> • SANTA ANA 714/891-3693 
805/395-1091 HHIIIOSA IIACH AMC * MOIIENO VALLEY e-= Hut1on Cenler * WOODLAND Hl~LS 
* BALDWIN HILLS 
Boktwln Complex 
213/290-1991 
~=-~.. -· C0nyon ~ 8 Clnemos GCC Follbroak 7 (_,._) 909(782-0800 714/662-2266 8181347-6091 
* HUNTINGTON BEACH * NORTH HOLL 'IWOOO fa< addlllonal lnfonllatlon. 
• BREA United Mtsts Edwards United AnlSIS call IMlllrN or clltdl dlr9Clorlts. 
Marke11)krce HunltnQton Ctnem<, Valley Plaza • :.;m• e Pt rte,r 
71415:!9-9036 714/848-0388 818/?66-4317 u [ I D<UYSTlM)r s..r:',..!e 
* BURBANK AMC Burbank 818/953-9800 SOHY. NO ,wu ACClPTfD IOI THIS INGAGHlltff •[J(#miiifl~ 
FOR All\:\NC I•: T IC h:ETS :\Nil S IIO\\ Tli\1ES 
. . . . CALL ~~ ID-FILM 
Stories." Following the hit 
"Major League," Spike Lee cast 
Snipes as Denzel Washington's 
saxophone - playing rival ip >f 
"Mo' Better Blues." Lee 
subsequently cast Snipes to star 
in the controversial "Jungle 
Fever," "New Jack City," "White 
Men Can't Jump," followed by ··· 
his role in "The Waterdance" as 
a wheelchair-bound rehab 
patient and as the lead in the hit 
action film "Passenger 57." 
Snipes will next be seen in 
"Demolition Man," opposite 
Sylvester Stallone, and an as -
yet • untitled urban drama to be 
released by Twentieth Century Sean Connery (right) Is John Connor and Wesley Snipes Is 
Fox. Web Smith In "Rising Sun," directed by Phlllp Kaufman. 
"CONNERY AND SNIPES SIMPLY SIZZLE IN THE 
CAN'T MISS THRILLER OF THE SUMMER:' 
"GRITI~ STYLISTIC 
AND So SEXY! 
THE BEST PICTURE 
OF THE y EAR!" 
- MARIL Y'.\ BECr;, 
TRIBU E MEDIA SERVICES 
- Ml~E CIOO'.\I, NSE RADIO NETWORK 
"IF You WANT To 
UNDERSTAND 
WHY SEAN CONNERY 
Is THE GREATEST 
LIVING MOVIE STAR, 
THEN SEE 
'RISING SUN': 
ONE OF THE BEST 
PERFORMANCES OF 
HIS CAREER:' 
CONNERY SNIPES 
-J1M Sv£JDA, KNX RADIO 
"CONNERY AND 
SNIPES AREA 
DYNAMIC TEAM IN 
THIS HIGH 0crANE 
MYSTERY 'fHruLLER:' 
-BoBBIE WYGANr, KXAS-TV/NBC 
1<011.nl)OO 
WESIWOOO 
• Mann Naflcnol lBK 
310/289-MANN 
$2.00 l)0lklng after 5:00 PM 
In ·Prlvl1egt Pandng Lais'. 
$1.00 refunded 
With llckll purchase. 
BEVERLY HILLS 
• Geneml cinemo·s 
OOWNIOWN LA 
Loarnmle's Grande 
213/617-0268 
(,_lo_) 
LOS AN81LIS 
SoCol's Untverslty 
VIiiage Mall 
2131'148-6321 
EAST LA 
STARTS FRIDAY, J ULY 30 
LONG BEACH PAS/SAN GABL VAL 
LONG IEACH • WIAMBIA 
AMC Pine Square 16 EdWords 
310/435-1335 Altlambla P1ace <-•-> 818/281-0980 
* LONG BEACH MAIINA • AZUSA EdWorllt 
Unltld MISb Movies Falllf1111 Cente< 
310/594-6525 818/969-9632 
ORANGE CO * DIAMONDW 
PCM/SAN BERN CO 
CHINO 
AMCCllinO 
Town Square 10 
909/590-2400 
-•-> •ONTAIIO 
Paclfk:"s Onlal1o 10 
714/947-1662 
SF VAL/GLNOL CITY Of COMMERCE • HEA ~=~SBor 
Pocfflc's Commerce United MISIS Cl a • A80URA HILLS 
"SEXY, SMART, FUN 
AND INTELLIGENT ... 
SEAN CONNERY Is 
As ALWAYS BRILLIANT 
AND WESLEY SNIPES 
Is TERRIFIC." 
-JOHN CORCORAN, KCAL-TV 
"SEAN CONNERY Is 
COOLER THAN ICE 
AND SEXIER 
THAN EVER .. :' 
-JEANNE WOLF, 
JEANNE WOLF'S 
HOLLYWOOD 
" ... A CAPTIVATING 
THRILLER ... EXCITING, 
GRIPPING, FILLED 
WITH BLAZING 
SUSPENSE AND 
SCORCHING 
INTERNATIONAL 
INTRIGUE;' 
-SUSAN GRANGER, CRN 
AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS 
Sf VAL/GLNOL SOUTH EAS I L A 
• THOUSAND OMS • SANTA fl Sr.tN8S 
Unlflcl Altlsls MoYl8s Mann 8 
805/497-6708 310/941-7747 
VAIi NUYS Poclllc's • WHITTlH 
van Nuys llftw-111 Kllk011on"s 
818'786-3500 wnfflWOad 
• WOOOWID HILLS ~=7~HOW GCC FollbrOOtc 7 
818/347-6091 VE NTURA CO 
SOUTH 8AY 
8eY8r1y Connectton 6 
310/llSB-5911 JEX 
Advance Tlck8ls en Sole Daly. 
21', hours tll YOlldated p0f1clng. 
CENTURY CIIY 
213/726-8022 Mamtploce 90nema9,5 Monn Aacura HIiis 8 
MONTE.ELLO 714/529-9036 
98
·SHOW 818/701-9966 lBK CAISON 
• EL MONTE Edwards • IUHANK South Boy Ortve-fn 
•OXNARD 
Paclfk:'s 
Comoge Square 
805/485-6726 • Clneplex Odean 
Century Plozo Cinemas 
310/553-4291 JEX 
HOLLYWOOD 
• Mann Clllnese JEX 
310/289-MANN 
$2.00 porlllng Y, block 
SOUlll oner 5:00 PM 
Mcll-fft end ol 0/rf Sal-Sun. 
SANTA MONICA 
• Monn Crtterton 6 
310/289-MANN lBX 
UNIVERSAL CITY 
• ctneplex Odecn 
Universal City Cinemas 
8181508-0588 lBX 
LONG BEACH 
AMC Mcntebela 10 FULLERTON El Monhl 8 Cinemas AMC Burbank 310/532-8811 
=~> ~r,:1~o 8l8/580-7660 818/953-9800 HERMOSA BW:H 
PICO llVERA - 11 -> * MONROVIA Mann 6 ENCINO Laemmte's r~"':°'° • CULVliR CITY 
Poclflc's • LA MIRADA 818/358-4545 Town Center 5 310/318-8000 Monn 
F1es1o Drll/9-ln Kllkolfon"s PASADENA 818/981-9811 - • - > ~;;=N 
310/948-3671 la Mlrodo Clnemo 7 AMC Old Pasadenc - • -> ROLUNO HILLS 
714/522-8920 8 Theatres • GLENDALE AMC Rolling HIiis CULVER CITY 
e 11UNGE 818/585·8900 MaM 8 Theo1m 310/326-5511 Poclllc•s 
• WEWOOO Paclllc's Century Clnedome - • -> at The Exchonge - • - l Studio Orm-In 
Regency 8 T1leatres 714/63.4-2553 • PUENTE HILLS 8181549-0045 lBX • TORRANCE lBX 310/398-6250 
310/420-9977 JEX OIIANOE AMC Plaza 10 * GRANADA HILLS MoM Del Amo 9 • MARINA OIL HY 
* W EWOOO Stadium Drive-In 8181964•2240 United Mists Movies 310/289-MANN CinepleX Odean 
Unltld Allis!$ 714/639-8770 • Wl:ST COVINA 818/366-0032 • "'-te<lil Mo~nc Molkelplaet 
MoV1tS 6 • ~~N· sccars Eastland • NORTH HOUYWOOO •cl:~- Cl31nemos0/827 9588 310/804-2002 uur..,..,-i- 818/339-7333 Cen1Ury71hlotres ~- = -= lillil · 
,._,,, NO , .... s OI cou,on Will If ACCffflD IOI 1llS INAlll!MIIII. 818/508-8004 ll3X CMICI THUffl ...,..,H OI C.W. IOI-S 
WIST LA 
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Shriners Use Striong Legs To Help Weak Ones 
By Leland Stein 
Sports Editor 
Class dismissed, it's graduation time. At the 42nd Annual North South Shrine 
California All-Star Football 
Cla_ssic, enacted at Long Beach 
Memorial Stadium, some of the 
best ex-preps in the country 
downed their caps (football hel-
mets) and gowns (pads) and 
entered into the Shriner's ver-
sion of graduation. And what a 
graduation (game) it was. 
Notre Dame, Stanford, 
Oregon, Arizona, Arizona State, 
UCLA, USC, Nebraska, Texas, 
Washington, Washington State, 
San Diego State and UC 
Berkeley, they are officially 
yours now [52 of the 61 players 
have already received Division I 
scholarships]. 
ering UNLV; and of course 
Sammy 'Knight-Time', took the 
North's best shots and delivered 
even better shots. 
Pasadena Muir ' s , Saldd iill 
McCullough, may have walked 
away with the games MVP, but 
almost everyone in the crowd of 
10,000 would tell you 'Knight-
Time ' was the best player on the 
field. 
Besides Sammy's potential 
game winning fumble recovery, 
he assisted or soloed on 18 tack-
les. Just as a gage: the closest 
players to that figure, were 
North's DB Ryan Tyiska and LB 
Jeff Ruckman, both credited 
with nine assisted or unassisted 
tackles. 
WORLD CLASS ATTEMPTS TO MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE 
D ~ our stud~nts ,need assistance? Of course, we all do ~t times . . . nght. · . . 
With the efforts of Jacqueline Thunnan, president of Planned 
Images and Lance Gilmer of World Class International Athletics, 
that assistance is well on it's way. 
A celebrity basketball game will be the vehicle to administer 
help for our youth. The game will be played at the University of 
Riverside (UCR) Gymnasium at 7:00 PM on July 31. 
Some of the expected players are: Marcus Johnson (ex-UCLA 
star), Paco Craig (ex-UCLA star), Dick Davis (ex-Milwaukee 
Brewer), Gary Ward (ex- Detroit Tiger) and Chris Harper, just to 
name a few. By the way, yours truly is scheduled to throw up a 
few air balls too. A three point shoot-off will be a part of the pro-
gram as well. 
The benefactor of the proceeds will be the UCR Black Student 
Scholarship and Collegiate Enrichment Fund. 
"We are doing this (the game) because we have noticed there is 
always funds for other things at the university, but when it come/ 
to getting it for the Black student population it's never available/} .. 
explained Jacqueline. "Hopefully out ofthis our students and com? · : 
munity will see that they can do it for themselves and not rely o· : 
-~ 
The North came down south 
and out performed the South 
squad during this graduation 
procession, walking away with a 
come from behind 28-23 victo-
ry, on the strength of two fourth 
quarter scores and conversions. 
Sammy converted the gradu-
ation dance into his own 
'Knight Zone'. Looking like a 
baby Dick 'Night-Train' Lane or 
Jack Tatum or Ronnie Lott, 
'Knight-Time' was here, there, 
everywhere. Every time you 
heard the sound pop ... pop .. 
.pop, you knew number five was 
involved. 
Inland Empire's Shrine delegation L to R Sammy Knight, 
Weldon Forde and Damond WIikins. Photo by Michael Wilson 
others for self-help." · .;,. 
This is just another example of what people can do for them.; , 
selves when they step out on faith and implement. ~ · : 
At the 7:23 mark in the 
fourth quarter, former Rubidoux 
All-American and USC bound, 
Sammy 'Knight-Time' Knight, 
recovered a fumbled punt at the 
South 35 yard line. Giving the 
South what would tum out to be 
their last serious scoring threat 
The South proceeded to 
march to their own three, but an 
under thrown slant-out pass by 
Pat Barnes was intercepted by a 
grateful North defender. 
Although there were seven 
TD's scored in the contest, it 
was a well played, hard hitting, 
defensive game. 
No long sustained drives 
were allowed by either defense. 
In fact , six of the seven TD's 
came from 30 yards or 
more. Only Jason 
McCorvey's first 
quarter 16 yard TD 
reception from Barnes, 
for the South's and 
game's first score, were 
under the 30 yard 
mark. ,__,. 
Although 
game has n o real 
win-loss significance, 
the intensity was high 
and reached a fever-
ish pitch - espe-
cially in thP411114!1: 
fourth quarter. 
The pride factor set in and 
that meant: Time to show your 
stuff, because it was graduation 
t ime . Mono - mono . Me and 
You.Shootyourbest shot 
Three graduates from the 
local area, stood up and did just 
that 
Linebacker, Weldon Forde, 
from Redlands and bound for 
UCLA; Eisenhower's, Damond 
Wilkins, wide receiver, consid-
"We should have won," said 
'Knight-Time. " But it was fun 
playing against guys you will be 
seeing on the next level. Plus, I 
got a chance to see if I can take 
it to the next level and if I am 
right there with the best players" 
He continued: "When that pass 
slipped through my hands and 
the guy (Will Blackwell, fo rmer 
Oakland Skyline star) caught it 
for a TD, I got mad. That pass 
made me focus even more, so I 
decided to let loose." 
Hello John Robinson, USC's 
new head coach. You got your-
self a gem. For the next four 
years, that sound of pop . .. will 
be sweet music to your 
ears and the 
sight of 
number 
standing over a fallen opponent, 
will be therapy for your eyes. 
Weldon, a late addition to the 
team, was excited about the 
somewhat unexpected opportu-
nity he got to show why UCLA 
picked him to be apart of their 
future. 
Weldon made the most of his 
opportunity. He went out and 
The best t ires at the best 
price 8 the best service 
Guaranteed * 
Our Computer Analyzer Helps 
Diagnose Why Your Engine 
Acts The Way It Does. 
applied the stick of the game 
against Cal bound RB, Rashan 
Shehee, on an off tackle run. He 
also gathered five tackles, 
despite playing half the game. 
"I feel it's a big accomplish-
ment to be recognized as a good 
player," said a happy Weldon. "I 
got to meet good people and 
players. A lot of them will be 
playing with or against me in the 
PAC 10." 
UCLA is gaining a first class 
student with a 3.5 GPA and a 
fine human in Weldon. 
Damond scored on a 36 yard 
catch and run, that gave the 
South their last lead at 23-14 at 
the 4:32 mark in the 3rd quarter. 
Damond 's TD came on a 
spectacular catch and an even 
better run after the catch. He 
took the pass away from a well 
positioned defender and eluded 
several more to arrive in the end 
zone. 
" It was an interception," 
expl ained Damond. "I 
wanted to get mine. 
This is the AU-Star 
game. I wanted to get 
in the flow to show 
what I can do." 
He got in the flow 
in a big way! 
Damond is an e xceptional 
athlete. He played point guard 
on his Citrus Belt League cham-
pionship squad. He is leaning 
toward UNLV, but might change 
if the right opportunity presents 
itself. The game was a great 
showcase for him, and he knows 
it, saying, "It's the biggest game 
any high school player can play 
in. To me it's the Senior Bowl 
(college bowl game) of high 
school." 
Sammy Knight Sr., ' Knight-
Time 's dad, was at the gradua-
tion watching his son go into the 
Don't do it yourself. Make sure its done right. Bring your car to 
Goodyear! r------------------, : 69 95 Service Includes: : 
African-American 
Owned & Operated 
James White, President 
Good ear Cenified Auto Service Centers - Inland Em ire Tire, Inc. 
3553 Merrill Ave. • Riverside, CA 92506 • 1-800-69-TIRE! 
I , •Replace pads and sh088 I 
I •Repack beatings on non I I Per Axle drive axles I 
I Brak •Resurface/drums/rotors I 
I .c •Inspect calipers, Wh981 I 
I Spccaal Cylinders a hydraulics I I ·Adjust and road test I 
~= ==== =========== ===~ 
1 15 88 Offer Includes: l , •Includes oil tilter and up 
I to 5 qtaf.lOwt. 
I Most cars •FREE-1:!¥)1. vehicle 
: and light inspection 
I Wela •FREE• tire r01a1ion 
I Lube Oil •lnstan new liter I & Ftltcr •Lubricate chassis 
L------------------
night-zone. He talked about the 
game and it's significance. 
"I feel proud for my son to 
play for a worthy cause." said 
Sammy Sr. "Strong legs play for 
the weak legs to heal. The 
Shriners do an excellent job for 
a needy cause (crippled chil-
dren)." 
"The process goes hand- in-
hand with academics. The 
schools and administration 
should be proud of their youth, 
because they have competed 
successfully in sports and educa-
tion. Most of the kids out there 
are headed to college, that's an 
Trivia Question Answer: Notre Dame's, John Huarte, play~ · · · 
in the Shrine Game in 1961 and won the Reisman in 1964; USC's:• 
Mike Garrett, played in 1962 and won in 1965; Stanford's, Jim! 
Plunkett, played in 1966 and won in 1970. Anthony Davis, Ricke~ 
Bell and John Elway all played in the game and finished second in~ 
the Reisman voting. ::~. · 
. ; 
accomplishment. Blanche (his 
wife and 'Knight-Time's' moth-
er) and I are glad Sammy had 
the chance to play in a fun game 
for him and a purposeful one for 
kids in need." 
In a game like this, there are 
no losers. The Shriners win. The 
crippled children win. The par-
SOUTHERN ~ BMW 
CALIFORNIA"' ~ERS 
PRESENTS 
·3 
, 
ents and fans win. It's too bad 
life doesn't mirror this gradua~ 
tion party, where everyone grad~ 
uated - with honors. :: 
Class dismissed ! : j 
Trivia question: Three playT 
ers who played in the Shrine 
Game have went on to win th~ 
Reisman Trophy. Who are the}'.1 
VIRGINIA SLIMS 
OF LOS 4NGE 
213/480-3232 · 714/740-2000 
~ ~ ..._..-
PARTICIPATING SPONSORS: 
CAMPBELL'S SOUP· YON EX· HOME BANK· K·SWISS· VONS 
SPONSORED BY VIRGINIA SLIMS tOO's. 
SURG EON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, 
Emphysema, And May Compl icate Pregnancy. 
0 Ph,hp Moms Inc 1993 
15 mg · 1a( 1.1 mg nicotine - 1 oo·s 
Menthol: 15 mg "ta( 1.2 mg nicotine 
av. per cigarette by FTC method. 
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--••Get A Doll And Get A Husband'' 
f f G et a doll and get a 
husband, " said 
,. Joyce White -
· . i , I · Smith, believe it or not this is 
· : , · · I exactly what happened to Joyce 
1 , D. White a.k.a. '"The Doll Lady" 
· ~ · , ' , when she attended So. Cal 
Edison Company's First Annual 
l Black History Month 
' ,i Celebration in February 1992. 
Little did she know at that time ! she would meet her husband, 
1 • Clifton Eugene Smith, Jr., and ( . expand her doll business in the 
. process. Even though she had 
~ • I • 
. : : : : _: . never been mamed before, she 
. . , I . was not looking for a husband 
I when BAM! It happened. 
, • 
1 
• Clifton who is an employee 
• • I 
: : : , : · : of SCE pursued Joyce the four 
. , ' i 
I 
I 
! 
· 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I 
I 
the Queen Mary on June 12, 
1993, 7:30 p.m., by her minister 
the Reverend Cecil Murray of 
First AME Church in Los 
Angeles. The wedding was 
witnessed by more than 100 
guests. Guests flew in New 
York, Atlanta, Denver, 
Kentucky, Wisconsin and Ohio. 
Matron of Honor, Melba Minter, 
her late mother's (Margie) best 
friend from childhood, along 
with eight hostess helped the 
Bride prepare for the wedding. 
Best man, Kenneth Dulan, and 
five hosts stood for the groom as 
the bride, broken leg and all, 
was presented before the altar 
by her uncle Torn Presley, of 
Altadena, CA. 
Songs were sung to the 
couple by Ms. Carol Dennis 
Rev. Cecll "Chip" 
Murray. 
Melba Minter, Matron of 
Honor with "AOC" co-star 
I • • • 
: · · -days she was on the premises. 
Joyce, a former employee of 
SCE, was too busy selling dolls 
, to her former co-workers to go 
.. · 9ut with Clifton. Finally she 
, ·· agreed to have lunch with him 
and the rest is history. He now 
helps her sell her dolls and other 
hand-made items and even 
helped her prepare the dolls that 
were in their wedding ceremony. 
Since the dolls are the reason the 
two are together, they played a 
role in the wedding. 
Th~y were married aboard 
Rock Carroll. 
Mr. and 
Mrs. 
Roberts are 
related on 
Mrs. 
Roberts 
side to 
Joyce. 
They are 
residents of 
Riverside. 
Dylan who flew in from Paris, 
France as a special honor to the 
bride. Joel Brandon astounded 
the audience when he whistled 
the Lord's Prayer. The crowd 
enjoyed champagne and hors 
d'oeuvres while pictures were 
taken of the couple and later 
they all dined on a lavish buffet 
dinner. Aside from Joyce and 
Clifton the main attraction to all 
this hoopla were Alex and 
Annee ' her beloved four foot 
dolls who were the Ring Bearer 
and Flo wer girl; they were 
dressed exactly like the bride 
and groom. 
Smaller versions of the dolls 
were used as center pieces and 
given away to the guests . 
Rocky Carroll of the popular 
comedy series "ROC" sat at the 
head table with his best friend 
and fishing buddy Clifton and 
they all danced and partied until 
midnite. The couple will 
honeymoon in Tahiti in 
September. 
When asked know she did it, 
she said "Get a doll, get a 
husband, if it can happen to me, 
it can happen to you!! 
For dolls call her at (213) 
965-5555. 
The happy couple with the dolls, who brought them together, Alex and Annee', they were 
the flower glrl and rlngbearer. 
LOAD UPON 
NEW FALL FASHIONS. 
' 
I 
\ / 
' 
/ 
...... 
THE SHOPPING OPPORTUNITY OF THE YEAR IS HERE! 
Bring your truck. Rent a van. Just make sure you have room for all the bargains. We've lowered the prices on an 
incredible selection of back-to-school clothes. Suits, sport coats and dress shirts. Blouses and blazers. Great gift 
ideas. And thousands of pairs of shoes. In fact, you 'll find everything you need for the whole 
family. But what really makes our sale stand apart from all others, is that every single sale item is brand new 
fall merchandise-and after Sunday, August 8, everything gets marked up to its regular price. 
So don't miss out! Load up for the year at the sale of the year-the Nordstrom Anniversary Sale. 
NORDSTROM 
South Coast Plaza, Brea, Cerritos, Montclair, Riverside and MainPlace/Santa Ana. All stores open 10:00-9:30. 
" 
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and California Council of 
Churches. Inland Empire Loses One Of Its Own 
L awrence Butler was born March 10, 1947, the youngest child of 
Joe and Hattie Butler. He is 
survived by his mother and 
father, companion Marcia 
McCleve, seven children -
LaTisha, Sherry, Lawrence, Jr., 
Chris, Darrin, James and one 
grandson, Armani. Also eight 
sisters and brothers -- Joe Butler, 
-' Jr. of San Jose. California: 
I 
Lorraine Wilson, Linnell 
Williams, Louis Whitaker and 
Dorothy Harris, all of Redlands, 
·, California, and a host of other 
·, 
relatives and friends. 
Lawrence was raised and 
attended school in Redlands, 
, California where he excelled in 
track and football. He also 
organized a high school R&B 
' band and appeared on television 
' with that band. After working 
Lawrence Butler · 
with Aerospace and Southern 
California Edison, Lawrence 
joined the U.S. Army. Stationed 
at Schofield in Hawaii, he played 
with "Scorpio 76" and and· later 
organized the "Contents Uner 
Pressure" Band which was going 
well until some of the members 
were transferred. 
He left the Army after 
arriving at Ft Lewis in Tacoma, 
Washington. In 1979 Lawrence 
became a corrections officer of 
the Washington State 
Department of Corrections at 
Shelton, Washington, where he 
stayed for 7-1/2 years. He then 
became a training officer for the 
Correction Officer's Training 
Academy in Demoine, 
Washington. 
In June of 1989 Lawrence 
returned home to Redlands. He 
found his niche when he joined 
Silk Productions and the Perfect 
Choice Band. he was now doing 
what he always wanted to do -
play and write good music. The 
band's latest release is "A 
Change To The System," 
featuring "Peace On Earth." 
Lawrence, you are loved and you 
will be greatly missed! 
Lawrence Butler died in a 
tragic car accident July 16, 1993. 
Leslie K. Lilly And Soncia Reagins To Jump The Broom 
:-::•:•:::-:·:-::::-:-:-:-:-:-.-:-:-:-:.;.:-:-.-:-:-;,:-:,:.:,·-·.•- .-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:,:.:,:-:.:,:-:-:,:::•,•-
Ballot Arguments Against 
The Voucher Initiative 
Contined from Pag A-2 
Shady operators get the same 
funding as legitimate schools 
Even extreme religious groups 
can receive tax money. So can 
political causes 
No meaningful Course 
Requirements: Under the 
Voucher Initiative and existing 
law, voucher schools need not 
teach full courses in math,, read-
ing, science or history. 
No Reasonable Way to 
Correct Flaws: New laws on 
teacher credentials or course 
requirements cannot be 
approved without a three-fourths 
vote of the Legislature. Eleven 
Senators out of 120 legislators 
could back protection for all of 
us because of a loophole in this 
Amendment. 
PROPOSITION IS A 
BLANK CHECK FOR 
WASTEFUL GOVERNMENT 
No Safeguards Against Waste 
and Fraud: Proposition gives bil-
lions in taxes to private voucher 
schools, yet requires no public 
audits of how that money is 
spent. 
Public schools 5 open their 
books to taxpayers. But voucher 
schools can spend tax dollars 
virtually without public scrutiny. 
Like some governn1ent-fund-
ed trade schools, voucher 
schools invite operations that 
prey on innocent victims. 
TAX INCREASE LIKELY 
No Taxpayer Protection: 
causes pressure for major tax 
increases, making government \ 
budget problems horse.requires 
millions in spending on new 
bureaucracy with no revenue 
source, and a billion dollars in 
new entitlements. No funds are 
budgeted for preventing fraud or· 
abuse. 
PROTECT OUR CHIL-
DREN AND OUR FUTURE 
VOTE"NO ON" 
We want improvement in our 
schools But instead of making 
schools better, creates new prob-
lems the Voucher Initiative has 
NO proposals to increase 
parental involvement, improve 
discipline or reduce class size. 
That's why is the Voucher 
Initiative is OPPOSED by the 
State Board of Education, State 
Controller, Mexican--American 
Legal Defense and Education 
Fund, League of Women Voters, 
California State PTA, NAACP 
... 
. . . . . .. 
. . . . 
. . 
... 
Let's not give up on 
California 1s kids or give away a 
blank check. A state of 31 mil-
lion people is no place to try a 
billion-dollar experiment thl\tf , 
risks our children's future. 
Please vote NO on 
Voucher Initiative. 
OF FRIENDS 
! Ii I I i1 • f r : ! 11 I i C I! 11 f R l S i:ll ! S 
WITH LEON PATILLO & f RI ENDS 
July 31st 
At the Arrowhead Bowl 
Featuring: Special Guests NU Visions 
* Plus* -Attend the live taping of 'Clean' 
Comedian Robert G. Lee 
$~ OFF WITH AD 
CONCERT HOTLINE 1,909·881,7774 
CALL FOR GUEST ARTIST SCHEDULE 
CO-Sfonsom BY =TIC=MTc=__S ---
~ ~.. S9.00 FestiVal Seahng 
U KKL~ ')ll; .. h,."'¥M5 
I o ... . l ... M 
$45.00 Front Row 
Season Tickels 
-·-- ..... ~......,,. 
===--- =-- ~;f:t;:: 
OlflfCTIOns 
fl soort rkive into Ille San Bernardino 
~atflills. scenic Rrroildlead Springs is 
onlq 10 minutes ~om tfle 10 Freewitl 
IP!i!Se Sl!e map on bacl]. 
-
by African-Americans, from African-Americans at Brown's Books 
< 
'· 
Brown 1s Books 
Come buy a book about African-Americans, writen 
/ Harriette Cole 
Jumpfng the Broom - The Africa American Wedding 
Planner 
Tony Morrison 
Jazz 
Derrick Bell 
Faces At The Bottom 
Of The Well 
Waiting To Exhale 
Terry McMillan 
Mama 
Disappearing Acts 
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing 
The Isis Papers 
Langston Hughes 
Maya Angelou 
Jack Ritchason 
The Little Herb Encyclopedia, Revised 
Brian Lanker 
I Dream Of World 
Black Presence in the Bible 
Alice Walker 
In Love & Trouble 
Horses Make A Landscape Look More Beautiful 
The Color Purple 
Good Night, Willie Lee, I'll See You In The Morning 
In Search Of Our Mothers' Gardens 
Living By The Word 
Possessing The Secret Of Joy 
Rev. L. Dillard 
C.A. Diop 
The African Origin Of Civilization 
James Weldon Johnson 
The Books Of African Negro Spirituals 
Jawanza Kunjufu 
The Conspiracy to Destroy Black Boys parts 
I-IV 
Will Haygood 
King of the Cats The life & Times of Adam 
Clayton Powell, Jr. 
Colin Powell Soldier/Statesman -
Statesman/Soldier 
by Howard Means 
New line of Muliticultural Books -
Hispanic, Indian & Asian 
1 5 8 3 We st B a s e I i n e Av e n u e S a n· B e r n a rd I n o , c A 9 2 4 1 1 ( 9 o 9 ) 8 8 9 • o 5 o 6 
' 
Alex Haley 
The Autobiography Of Malcolm X 
Alex Haley 
Author of ROO'IS 
and David Stevens 
Classifieds & Legals . • .; 
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MEDICAL 
, Diamond Health Care 
seeking RN'S, CNA's, 
t:VN's, Home Health 
ildes (909) 274 - 9513. 
.: 
,:GIRLS WANT1:U 
Jrom California 
'between 7-19, to 
«:ompete In this year's 
!Hh annual 1993 San 
l)lego Pageants. Over 
,20,000.00 In prizes 
~nd scholarships. 
C:all today 1-800-
P.~GEANT - EXT. 4865 
SELLERS 
Sellers Loss, your 
gain! Desperate! 
Bring In any offer! 
1100 sq. ft. - 3 bd. 1-
3/4 ba., fireplace, 
manicured yard. 
1,400 sq. ft. 3 bd. 2-1/2 
ba., fireplace, living 
rm, dining rm., fam kit. 
Under 120k. 
: Desirable Orange 
. .cmst 
; : , 1,,00 sq. ft. 3 bd., s 
< '. · b~ .• formal living rm., 
dl:nlng rm., fam. rm., 
fl~eplace, under 135k 
. : : : ·1,:1'00 sq. ft. 2 story, 3 
bd., 2 ba., formal 
living rm., dining rm., 
tam. rm., fireplace, 
under145k 
· . · Property under 200k 
: : :1 Acre - 2,200 sq. ft., 4 
. . : : bd., 2-1/2. ba., famlly 
i room, fireplace, 3 car 
garage. 
1 Acre, 2,550 sq. ft., 
custom 4 bd., 2-112 
bath, many amenities, 
fenced yard. 
.69 acre 2,900 + sq. ft. 
3 bd. 2 ba. office den, 
famlly room, gourmet 
"'t, 3 fireplaces. 
r 
tall Beverly after each 
• strip (909) 780-1633. 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
'.f'he rollowlng person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
ELLIE HAWKINS 
)tEALTOR 
U088 Limonlte 
,Mira Loma, c ·A 91752 
jVIVIAN HEMAN 
i542S Rlgel Way 
;Mira Loma, CA 91752 
~ USKINAS 
•15834 East Janine Dr. 
;"Whittler, CA 90603 
~Is business Is conducted by 
C o-Partners. 
;I'hls registrant commenced to 
transacl business under the 
h ctitlous business name or 
Jiames listed above on 8-26-91. 
ls/ Vivian Heman 
~e filing or this statement j6,es not of itselr authorize the 
use In this state of a flctlllous 
~uslness name In violation or 
lhe rights of another under 
tederal, state, or common law sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) tatemenl flied with the 
REQUEST FOR SUBBBIDS 
computer hardware/software 
Computerland of Redlands is 
currently seeking qualifying 
MBE/WBE companies to subbid 
on federal, state, and local 
contracts. All interested parties 
contact: Computerland 
Lynda A. Probst 
(909)792-9442 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER FSI'ATE 
OF: 
EDWARD PAIVA BRANCO 
CASE NUMBER: 65893 
To all heirs, beneftclarles, 
aedllors, contingent creditors, 
and persons who may 
otherwise be Interested In the 
will or estate, or both, of 
Edward Paiva Branco 
A PETmON has been flied by 
Mary A. Shaw In the Superior 
Court of California, County or 
Riverside. 
THE PEI'ITION requests that 
Mary A. Shaw be appointed as 
personal representative 
administer the estate of the 
decedent. 
THE PEI'ITION requests the 
decedent's WILL and codicils, 
If any, be admitted to probate. 
The will and any codicils are 
available for examination In 
the file kept by the court. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held on 8-25-93 at 9:30 
In Dept. I. 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting or the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections or file 
written objections with the 
court before the hearing. Your 
appearance may be In person 
or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mall a 
copy to the personal 
representallve appointed by the 
court within four months from 
the date of first Issuance of 
letter s as provided In section 
9100 of the California Probate 
Code. The lime for filing 
dalms will not expire before 
four months from the hearing 
date noticed above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kept by the court. Ir you are a 
person Interested in the estate, 
you may file with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice of the fifing or an 
Inventory and appraisal of 
esla te assets or of any petition 
or account as provided In 
section U SO of the California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form Is avallable 
from the court clerk . 
5772 Garden Grove Blvd . 
Westminster, Ca 92683 
PEI'ITIONER 
HEMET 
/p/ 7/22/29/,811/93 
NOTICE T O CONTRACTORS 
Riverside County Flood 
Control and Water 
Conservation District 
hereinafter called "District", 
invites sealed proposals for 
construction or : 
Anza Creek Channel Line A 
Stage I, located In the ' 
the Director or Industrial 
Relations of the State of 
Callfornla for the area where 
the woric Is to be done • . The 
said determlnatlons·are on nle 
In the principal offlee of the 
District, and will be made 
available to any Interested 
person upon request. 
Contractors submitting 
proposals for this project shall 
have an "A" Contractors 
license from the State of 
California In order to be 
considered ellglble for the 
contract award. 
This project Is partlatly 
Federally financed by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (24 CFR, 
part 57) and subject to certain 
requirements Including 
payment or Federal prevalllng 
wages, compliance with 
"Section 3" Affirmative Action 
Requirements, Executive Order 
#11246, equal employment 
opportunity and others. The 
aforementioned are described 
In the "Special Federal 
Provisions" section of the bid 
document. Additional . 
Information pertalnh\g t4 the 
Federal requirement Is on file 
with the Riverside County 
Economic Development 
Agency. 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY 
FLOOD CONTROL & 
WATER CONSERVATION 
DISTRICT. , 
GERALD A. MALONEY, 
CLERK 
trnn.9193 • 
NOTICE OF BIDS 
The CITY OF SAN JACINTO 
will receive sealed bids In the 
office of the City Clerk, 312 
East Main Street, San Jacinto, 
CA 92583, untll 2:00 p.m. on 
August 17, 1993 for Installation 
of Sidewalk and Street 
Improvements on Main Street 
and First Street In the City of 
San Jacinto, consisting of 
furnishing all labor, tedmlcal 
and professional services, 
supervision, materials and 
equipmen t, and performing all · 
operations necessary and 
required In conformity with the 
requirements In the 
specification Including, but not 
limited lo: 
clearing, r emoval of pavement, 
concrete curbs and 
miscellaneous concrete, 
Installation of curb, gutter, 
sidewalk and pavement, 
backfill and compaction, 
placement of aggregate b ase 
and asphalt concrete and t raffic 
control. 
t ounty clerk of Riverside community of Anza, Riverside 
County on 7/1/93 County, Callfornla 
The Contract Documents and 
addltlonal Information for 
bidders may be examined at the 
following location: 
l hereby certify tha t this copy Specifications and Contract 
Is a cor rect copy or the original · Documents m ay be examined at 
statffllent on file In my office. · the District's office al 1995 
William E. Conerly, Market Slreet, Riverside, 
County Clerk Callfornla, and may be 
File No. 934511 obtained upon payment to 
/p7/8/15/22/29/93 District of $24.00 per set, 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAM E STATEMENT 
T he following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
VISIONARY CONSULTING 
SERVICES 
4829 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
LINDA MCNEILL 
4829 Chicago Ave, 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
an individual. 
This registrant commenced lo 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names lislro above on NIA. 
/~/ Linda O'Neill 
T he flling of this statement 
docs not of itself authorize the 
~se In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, stale, or common law 
:(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement flied with the county 
.clerk of Riverside County on 
J une 16, 1993 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy or the origina l 
s!Jltement on m e In my office. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
FIie No. 934155 
/p/7/15/22/29/,8/5/93 
received at the District's office 
and $28.00 per set If mailed. 
No refund. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a certified or 
cashier 's check or bid bond 
equa l to t en percent (10 %) or 
the amount bid, payable to the 
Riverside County Flood 
Control and Water 
Conservation District as a 
guarantee that the Contractor 
will, If awarded the contract, 
execute a satisfactory contract 
and furnish the required bonds. 
Proposals must be In 
accordance with the 
Instructions and flied with 
District by 2:00 p.m. on 
Wednesday, August 18, 1993 at 
the Distr ict office a t the above 
address which time and place 
are raxed for the public opening 
of bids. 
General preva lllng rate per 
diem wages '.and general 
prevalllng r ate of per diem 
wages for holiday and overtime 
work, Including employer 
payments for health and 
welfare, pension, vacation, 
apprentices and similar 
purposes of each craft, 
classlflcalion or type of 
workman needed for execution 
of contracts under the 
Jurisdiction of District llave 
been obtained by the Board of 
Supervisors or the Dlstrkt have 
been obtained by the Board of 
Supervisors of the District f rom 
Director or Public Works 
201 E. Main Street 
San Jacinto, CA 92583 
(714) 487-7327 
This project will be funded by a 
Federal Community 
Development Block Grant 
administered by the Riverside 
County Economic Development 
Agency. 
Coples of the Contract 
Documents may be obtained at 
lhe office of T he Director or 
Public Works, 201 E. Main 
Street, San Jacinto, CA 92583. 
There will be a $12.00 non• 
refundable payment for each 
set, and an addltlonal charge or 
four dollars ($4.00) lo cover 
wrapping, handling, and cost of 
postage for each set of Contract 
Document must be 
accompanied by check or 
money order. C heck should be 
made payable to the CITY OF 
SAN JACINTO, herein called 
the " Agency". 
The City reserves the right to 
rej ect any and all bids and 
waive any formallty In the 
bidding. All contractors will be 
required to comply with all 
applicable Equal Opportunity 
laws and regulations. T he City 
hereby notified all bidders that 
11 will affirmatively ensure that, 
In rega rd to this advertisement, 
minority business enterpr ises 
wlll be afforded full 
opportunity to submit bids In 
response to this Invitation and 
will not be discriminate against 
any person or flr Interested In 
providing goods or services to 
the CJty on the basis or race, 
color, r eligion, sex, marital 
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status, national origin, age, 
veterans status or handicap. 
All Bidders will be required to 
hold their original bid prices, 
without change, for a period of 
thirty (3) days from the dale 
bids are opened, except to the 
extend relief Is avallable 
pursuant lo Public Contract 
Code, Section 5100 et. seq. 
If the Contract cannot be 
awarded within this thirty (3) 
day period for any reason, the 
time to award may be extended 
by mutual agreement between 
the Agency ID each bidder. 
Bidders electing not to extend 
their original bids more than 
.thirty (3) days following a 
request for extension by the 
Agency shall be treated as 
withdrawing their bid and wlll 
not be considered In the final 
award. The bidder may • 
withdraw his bid without 
further liability on the part or 
either party. 
The Director of the Department 
of Industrial Relations has 
ascertained the general 
prevailing rate of per diem 
wages and the general rate ror 
holiday and overtime work In 
the locaUly In which the work ls 
to be performed for each craft 
or type of workmen needed to 
execute the Contract or Work 
as hereinafter set forth (see 
Labor Code 1770 et. seq.). 
Coples of rates are on file at the 
office of the Agency. Coples 
shall be made available lo any 
Interested party on request. 
The successful Bidder shall po.g 
a copy of such determination at 
each Job site. Attention Is 
called lo the fact that not less 
than the minimum salaries and 
wages shall be paid OD this 
Project by all Contractors and 
Subcontractors. 
Pursuant to section 1740 of the 
California Labor Code, Bidders 
are notified that the said wage 
rates shall be subject to 
modification lo romply_'with 
revisions In Federal Minimum 
Wage Schedules without 
necessity of republlcatlon. 
By: Lees 
Interim Director of Public: 
Works · 
/p/7/29/,815/93 
SECI'IONl.1 
of . . 
PR.OCEDURAL 
DOCUMENTS 
ADVERT ISEMENT FOR. 
BIDS 
CITY OF CORONA 
815 WEST SIXTH STREEr 
CORONA, CA 9In o 
Separate sealed Bids for the 
construction of Improvements 
for Community Fadlltles 
District No. 90-1 consisting of: 
DESIGN AREA " A", PHASE 
II 
Consisting of 
Grading, Street, Sewer, Water, 
and Storm Drain 
Improvements 
for 
Uncoln Avenue from Sta. 
3..U.25 to Sta. 22+25.00 and 
Sta. 37+40.00 to Foothill 
Parkway (Chase Drive), 
Ontario Avenue from Sta. 
7+82.05 to Sta. 11+50.) (PART 
1) 
and 
Uncoln Avenue Storm Drain 
Channel Improvements from , 
Sta. 3+52.64 to Sta. 24+49.88 
(PART2) 
Project No. PW 03-0193 
Bidders on this Work wlD be 
required to comply with the 
President's Executive Order 
~o. 11246 (equal Employment 
Opportunity clause) u 
amended, California Labor 
Code 1410 et. seq., California 
Labor Code 1~.6, and 
lmplementary regulations 
concerning equal opportunity 
for Apprentices. 
The Contractor will be 
required to submit a certificate 
of Insurance which Indemnifies 
the City of Corona, 'Owner", 
and SCDC for damage to any 
portion or the Work resulting 
from fire, explosion, ha il, 
lighting, flood waler, 
vandalism, malicious mischief, 
wind, collapse, riot, aircraft, or 
smoke. 
Progress p, yments wlll be 
made to lhe Contractor In' 
accordance:Wlth the provision 
of the Speci,ficatlons and on 
Itemized estimates duly 
certified a,-ld approved by the 
Owner submitted In accordance 
therewith, based on labor and 
materials Incorporated Into 
said Work during the preceding 
month by the Contractor. 
The Director of the Depar tment 
of Industrial Relations has 
ascertained the general 
p revailing rate of per diem 
wages and the general r ate for 
holiday and overtime work in 
the locality In which the Wor k 
is to be performed for each 
craft or typ~ of workmen 
needed to execute the Contract 
or Work as hereinafter set forth 
(see Labor Code 1770 et. seq.). 
Coples or rates are on file al the 
office of lhe Owner, which 
copies shall be made available 
to any Interested party on 
request. the successful Bidder 
shall post a copy or such 
determination at each Job site. 
Attention is called to the fact 
that not less than the minimum 
sala ries and wages shall be paid 
on th is project by all 
Contractors and 
Subcontractors. 
The bid for this project has 
been broken dowa Into two (2) 
parts. Part 1 consists or area 
"A", Phase II ' 'Onslle" 
Improvements lndudlng 
Lincoln Avenue from Sta. 
3+86.25 to Sui. 22+25.00 and 
Sta. 37+40.00 to Foothill 
Parkway (Chase Drive0, and 
On tario Avenue from Sta. 
7+82.05 to Sta. 11+50.00. Part 
2 consists ol Area "A", Phase II 
"Channel" Improvements 
Including Lincoln Avenue 
Storm Drain Channel from Sta. 
3+52.64 to Sta. 24+49.88. 
Bidders may bid on Part 1 only, 
Part 2 only, or may bid on both 
parts. Part 1 and Part 2 will be 
evaluated as Individual bids, 
and therefore may be awarded 
to separate contractors. 
Each Bid or Proposal shall be 
made out or submitted on a 
form fumlshed as part of the 
Contract Documents, and must 
be accompanied by cash, a 
cashier's check or a certified 
check amounting to ten percent 
of the Bid, payable to the order 
of City of Corona, or by a 
corporate surety Bid Bond for 
that amount and so payable on 
the form furnished as a part or 
the Contract Documents. The 
amount so posted shall be 
forfeited to the Owner Ir the 
Bidder does not, within 1S days 
after written notice that the 
Contract has been awarded to 
him enter Into a contract with 
the Owner for the Work and 
provide the Owner with the 
payment bond, performance 
bond, certificates of Insurance 
and endorsements, and other 
required documents. 
A payment bond (on the 
required form) In the amount ol 
one hundred (100) percent of 
the contract price, and a 
contract performance bond (on 
the required form), In the 
amount of one hundred (100) 
percent of the contract price, 
shall be required or the 
successful Bidder. 
Contractor may, at his sole cost 
and expense, substitute 
secur llles equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the Owner 
to ensure performance under 
the contract. Such securities 
shall be deposited with the 
owner or with a state or 
federally chartered bank as 
escrow agent who shall pay 
such monies to the Contractor 
upon satisfactory completion of 
the contract. The Contractor 
shall be the benefldal owner of 
any securities substituted for 
monies withheld and shall 
receive any Interest thereon. 
Securities eligible for 
substitution shall Include those 
listed In Government Code 
Section 16430 or bank or 
savings and loan certificates of 
deposit. 
Pursuant to Section 6707 of the 
Callfornla Labor Code, the cost 
of sheeting, shoring and 
bractne of trenches shall 
'<>nstllute a separate bid Item 
under these Contract 
Documents. 
No bid will be accepted from a 
Contractor who Is not licensed 
In accordance wit the provision 
of Chapter 9, Division Ill, 
Section 7000 through 7145 of 
the Business and Professions 
Code of the State of California 
OIi the date and at the time or 
submittal of the bid. A Class 
"A" State Contractor's license 
Is required. 
The Owner reserves the right to 
reject any and all Bids, and to 
waive Informalities, 
Irregularities and defects In any 
Bid or to award the Contrad to 
other than lowest bidder. 
Diedre' D. Lingenfelter, City 
Clerk 
of the City of Corona, 
California 
/p/7/29/,8/5/93 
FICTmous BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is (are) 
doing business as: 
NEWFUNDING 
24318 Hemlock Avenue, Suite 
G-7 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
MORENO VALLEY REALTY, 
INC. 
24318 Hemlock Avenue, Suite 
G-7 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
California 
This business Is conducted by a 
Corporation 
This r egistrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 7/20/93 
/s&t/ Theodore J. Boecker, 
President 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itselr authorize the 
use In this state of a nctltlous 
business name In vlolatlon of 
the rights of another under 
federa l, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
7/21/93 
J hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my office. 
Will lam E. Conerly, 
County Clerk 
FIie No. 934958 
tpnl29t ,8/st12119/93 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CAI IFOPNIA COINTYOF 
RIVERSIDE 
AMENDED 
Case No. 235897 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
RE CHANGE OF NAME 
(1277 C.C .P.) 
In re the Change of Name of 
Chrlst~ her Thomas Stidman 
Ronnie Aaron Stidman 
Petitioner, Laurie Robuck & 
Cecil Robuc!(, has flied a 
petition with the Cleric of this 
court for an order changing 
·. 
applicant's name from 
Christopher Thomu Stidman ,! 
& Ronnie aaron Stidman to : 
Christopher Thomas Robuck 
and Ronnie Aaron Robuck. -' 
IT IS ORDERED that aU 
persons Interested In the 
above-entitled matter appear -. 
before this court on August 26, '; 
1993 at 8:30 A.M. In • 
Department Law & Motion, ; 
located at Department 7, 4050 : 
Main Street, Riverside, CA., : 
92501 and show cause, If any, J 
why the petition for cbange of , r 
name should not be granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of this order lo 
show cause be published In 
•. 
black Voice a newspaper of 
general drculatlon published 
In Riverside County, .. ~• 
California, once a week for" 
four successive weeks prior to 
the date set for hearing on the ,,/ 
petition. ~~: 
Dated: July Ill, 1993 
STEPHEN D. CUNNISON 
Judge of the Superior Court 
/p/7/29/,8/5/U/19/'JJ 
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Perris Union .. i 
High School ; 1 
District · : • 
SECRETARY II • 1one : 
position available In · : 
Asst. Prln. office at : 
mlddle school (12 ; ! 
month assignment). : 
Salary range Is $1,591 : 
• $2,037. : 
SECRETARY IV • One . : 
position available In , 
District office (12 : 
· 1 
month 4 hrs per day. : , 
Salary range Is $1,477 · : 
• $1,891. Skllls tests : : 
to be administered. : : 
APPLICATION: : 
DEADLINE Is August') 
11, 1993, at 4:30 p.m ... : 
CONTACT: : -: 
1151 NORTH "A'.' ST. ·• 
Perris, CA 92570-1909 ! 
909/ 943-6369 · . l 
An Affirmative ActO / : 
Equa( Opportunity /' · : 
M-F/ Disabled Persons ~·• I 
Employer · l 
UNBELIEVABLE 
don, assemble pans 
or tick envelopes. 
Set your own hours 
no selling, large 
earning potential! 
This Is not AMWAY! 
can (213) 976-CASH. 
Only $2 per call. 
• i 
. 
. 
...! 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
; 
; 
; 
i 
' 
TOMAR REALTY 
I ; 
! 
I 
' i 
SUNNY ARIZONA 
2.5 ACRES • $3,950 
North of Lake Havasu at 
Yucca near Ford Motors. 
Co unty road. Mohi le 
homes O.K. Colon do 
River recreati on . $100 
·down. $48.77/month 9% 
interest. 
KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON 
2.3 ACRES • $4,750 
Scenic ho mesit e. 
Wooded area View, hunt-
ing, camping, fishing, ski-
ing. $100 down . 
$62.60/month. 9% inter-
est. 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
i 
I 
' i 
i j 
! 
l 
I 
~ 
j 
i 
I 
I 
i 
' j i 
' j
j 
j 
l 
l 
I 
I 
-~ 
will be r eceived by the City of 
Corona, " Owner" , at lhe office 
of the City Clerk, located at 
City Hall, 815 West Sixth 
Street, Corona, California 
91720, untll 10:00 a.m., August 
16, 1993, and then at said office 
publicly opened and read 
aloud. If forwarded by mall, 
the sealed envelope containing 
the Bid must be enclosed In 
another envelope addressed to 1---------------------f----------~~----------J 
the Owner. 
The Work and Improvements 
are authorized pursuant to the 
provisions of the Community 
Facilities District Act of 1982 
being Division 2 of the 
Government Code of the State 
of California and said project 
will be financed pursuant to 
bonds Issued according to the 
terms and provisions or the 
same act. 
Coples of the contract 
Documents m ay be obtained for 
a non refundable fee of $100.00 
per set. Coples can only be 
obtained at the foll owing 
' location : 
SOUTH CORONA 
DEVELOPERS 
CONSORTIUM 
. CONSTRUCTION TRAILER 
520 WEST CHASE DRIVE 
CORONA, CA !11720 
(909) 371-1470 
An additional charge of $10.00 •· 
to cover wrapping, handling 
and cost of postage for each set 
of Contract Documents malled 
must accompany a request for 
mailing. · 
T he Contract Documents and 
additional information for 
bidders m ay be examined at the 
South Corona Developer's 
Consortium office Usted above. 1 
SOUTH COLORADO 
20 ACRES • $8,950 
Near ski lift, lake, hinting, 
fishing, campi ng. $100 
down. 
$95.11 / month. 
WEST TEXAS 
10 ACRES - $4,900 
Rio Grande River 
Recreation. View, hu nt-
ing, fishing, camping, river 
raft riding . $1 00 down. 
$59.90/month. 10% inter-
est. 
1 (818) 783-7900 
TOMAR REALTY 
14011 V ENTURA BLVD. #307 - SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91423 
~m w ; 11ew z!.!:I ¢1.Wi., 
I / J 4 J 
Moreno Valley 
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How To Keep Your Children From Smoking 
Together, We Can Help Our Children Stay Tobacco F ree. You can help your children 
be tobacco free by communicat-
ing with them, about tobacco 
and other items. The National 
Medical Association and the 
Centers for Disease Control 
announced a campaign this past 
week designed to reverse an 
increasing rate of cigarette 
smoking among all Americans! 
This campaign will include a 
booklet, mailed on request, that 
encourages Blacks to "pull 
together" to fight against the 
dangers of smoking and the 
tobacco companies. I am very 
much against smoking. I see 
what it is doing and has done to 
some of my very best friends. 
Communication works two 
way: you communicate your 
views and feelings while they 
listen; the child or friend, they 
communicate their ideas and 
feelings while you listen. Here 
are some ideas to get your com-
munication started. Give Clear, 
Consistent, Messages and 
Talk About It. 
A. Most children, teenagers, 
and adults don't use tobacco. 
And most people who use tobac-
co would like to quit 
B. Most people don't like to 
be around someone who is 
smoking or chewing tobacco. I 
know I don't. 
Black Woman 
. Provost At RCCD 
Continued from Page 1 
Curriculum and Teaching a 
Master of Eduction degree in 
Psychiatric Mental Health 
Nursing and Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing all from 
Teachers College, Columbia 
University in New York. 
Brenda Davis is a graduate of 
the Harlem Hospital Center 
School of Nursing and has 
' worked as a Registered Nurse in 
' hospitals and medical offices as 
well as universit ies in New 
York, Virginia and California. 
She is recognized as a very 
effective administrator and has 
held several administrative 
positions at RCC, including 
Director, Department 
Chairperson of Nursing; Dean, 
Nursing Education; Dean, 
Occupational Education and 
Dean, Grants and Contract 
Education. 
In 1975, Davis was hired at 
Riverside Community College 
as a nursing instructor, and a 
year later became the Director, 
Department Chairperson of the 
Nursing Education Program. 
Dr. Davis was instrumental in 
working with the nursing faculty 
to achieve National League for 
Nursing Accreditation in 1981. 
National League for Nursing 
Accreditation allowed the 
RCCD Nursing Program to use 
March Air Force Base Hospital 
as a clinical laboratory, because 
the U.S. Armed Services 
requires schools of nursing to 
demonstrate that national 
standards have been met. 
Her administrative tenure at 
the College started out with 
eleven faculty members 
protesting her appointment and 
she found herself facing an up-
hill battle to lead a hostile 
nursing faculty during the 1976-
77 academic year. 
Dr. Davis left the College and 
took a position as Associate 
Professor, Nursing at Old 
Dominion University, Norfolk, 
Virginia in 1977. She returned 
to Ri verside Community 
College in April 1980 as the 
Acting Di rector of Nursing 
Education and accepted the 
permanent position in July 1980. 
Brenda Davis believes that the 
nursing faculty accepted her 
leadership role in 1980_ because 
of her genuine love of nursing, 
education and the College and 
her ability to include faculty, 
staff, students, nursing graduates 
and health care agencies staff in 
the planning and decision 
making process of the Nursing 
Program. 
"I'm an action oriented 
person who believes that one of 
the roles of the community 
college is to work in partnership 
with the communities it serves 
to solve problems that are 
socioeconomic in nature using 
its ability to educate, train and 
assess the knowledge and skill 
level of our current and future 
work force. I am willing to work 
as a team member and/or take a 
leadership role to solve 
problems that our communities 
face." 
Dr. Brenda Davis received 
national recognition when her 
doctoral research proved that the 
first American school of nursing 
to be established within a 
university was at the Howard 
University Department of 
Medicine in 1893 and not the 
college-affiliated basic nursing 
program at the University of 
Minnesota in 1909. Brenda 
Davis is a charter member of the 
Inland Empire Black Nurses' 
Association (IEBNA), 
established in November 1984. 
She served as IEBNA president 
in 1986-87. 
Davis is married to William 
R. Davis, M.D. an Allergist and 
has one daughter, Tonia Kelly 
and four step-children: William 
"Randy" Davis and seven grand-
children. Dr. William R.Davis 
is Chief, Allergy-Immunology 
Section, Jerry L. Pettis 
Memorial Veteran's Hospital, 
Loma Linda and Assistant 
Professor, Medicine, Loma 
Linda Universi ty Medical 
School. 
He established the William R. 
Davis, M.D. Student Nurses 
Emergency Loan fund under the 
auspices of the Inland Empire 
Black Nurses' Association in 
1990. 
Most recently Davis, as 
Dean, Grants and Contract 
Services, has been responsible 
for working with RCCD faculty 
and staff in writing and 
submitting grant proposals to 
federal, state, county and local 
governmental agencies. Davis, 
as grant co-writer, was 
instrumental in the 
establishment of the RCCD 
Center for International Trade 
Development, which provides 
technical assistance to small and 
medium size businesses 
interested in exporting products 
and services to foreign 
countries. 
In addition, the College 
received funding for two years 
from the U.S. Department of 
Education for the Student 
Literacy Corp. Program that 
teaches RCC students how to 
tutor in literacy, Each student 
participates in 60 hours of 
literacy tutoring in local schools 
and community based 
organizations. 
In the area of contract 
services, Davis is responsible 
for offering education courses, 
training and services to local 
employers and governmental 
agencies under contract with all 
cost for services paid by he 
employer or agency. 
Last fall Riverside 
Community College, IBM 
Corporation, Riverside County-
Private Industry Council and the 
Riverside Community College 
Foundation formed a 
cooperative venture to establish 
the Wiser Opportunities 
company. 
C. Tobacco 
contains toxins. 
It is unhealthy 
when it is 
smoked or 
chewed. Many 
people die of 
cancer as a result . 
of smoking. You --- • 
can get a lower ~--~\ 
insurance rate if ~ 
you do not 
smoke, did you 
know that? . 
Check and see if . 
I know what I am -
writing about. 
makes people 
cough and 
smell bad. It 
· ; : can give you a 
• headache and 
make asthma or 
,,_" · hay fever 
· worse. 
E. Smoking 
is not permitted 
in many places; 
this is because 
it harms every-
one who 
.,. , breathes the 
, smoke. 
use tobacco. Many of us have 
had loved ones die due to smok-
ing, I lost a brother and a very 
good friend. 
Listen For Ideas, Questions, 
and Concerns: 
A. Encourage your children 
to ask questions and describe 
what they have heard about 
tobacco use. 
B. Show that you want to lis-
ten by asking them what they 
think or feel; praise them for 
sharing their thoughts. 
they hear from friends, TV or · 
other adults. 
E. Gain their trust by answer-, , 
ing their questions honestly; 'It '· 1 
may be hard to talk about sen~i: : 
tive issues, but you can guide 
them best by being trustwortqy. 
(source) "Tobacco Talk; 
Educating Young Children about 
Tobacco" by Carol N. · 
D'Onofrio. There will be more , 
next week. 
From Canyon Spring High 
School - A World Champion . 
Freshman Luis Blanco captured : : : 
the World Championship . . : : : 
D. Trust what Charles Ledbetter 
your nose and 
F. You can 
love a person 
and still not 
like them to be around if they 
C. Keep your "tobacco talks" 
brief. Be ready to talk and listen 
when your children are interest-
ed. 
D. Let them know it's OK if 
they're confused about messages 
Greco Roman Wrestling which : : : : 
was held in Munich, Germany. : : : . 
Who said " Where is Moreno:: :: : 
Valley?" . . eyes tell you about tobacco - it 
MOST STORES OPEN 8 A.M. TO SERVE YOU 
'°" YOUR :iiiiiiliii._l_ CONYENENCE, VISA . . • · 
W£ACC,,l'T ... I I . 
Goldtone 
M tal Photo Frames e s·x10 Sin9le or collage style. 
5 x7 B~r National. While stocks last. 
~~ 
Charmin 
Bathroom Tissue 
12 roll pack. REG. 3.49 EA. 
~~ 
Johnson's Ultra Sheen 
Soft Touch Bergamot 
12-oz. REG. 1.99 
ALL "Futura" Brand 
Digital Sport Watches 
or Calculator 
Final Week! 
\taJ.1:t t· 
L: l;.l~l ~e l::J ~ll 
All Ways 
Break No More 
4-oz. Creme Hair Dressing. REG. 3.99 
2'! )4! 
1-----------; '=,--+---------! "'=-- -,--.;;;;;;:;;;~!!-----1"'-=--+-;;:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::---1 """'=::: -----1 
Royal Crown Hair Dressing 
5-oz. REG. 2.29 
I'! 
•• ~JL11"-"M·· 
I ~-1 
: MANUFACTURERS' : 
: COUPONS : I I 
·-------------· 
9---~ BLEACHlnC CREAm 
NOW tN C OfrfWNII.NT TU.I 
Black and White 
Bleaching Cream 
1.5-oz. REG. 4.59 35! 
Dark & Natural Hair 
Color for Men 
Assorted shades. REG. 3.99 33! 
Pro-Line Men's 
Comb-Thru Texturizer Kits 
Regular or Super formulas. REG. 4.62 34! 
See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The thrifty Or thrifty Jr. Nearest You 
Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores. 
Our AdvttfWnt Policy: H oo i1om i, not elotcriNcl ., M41CN ot salt, ~ ""'Y bo GI tbo ....Ao, price, A ,.lar price, though not ro4ucoo, ii on outstondirlo YOluo. Our - ii lo haw.,_, 
advtt1io•d;,.., in llodc and on ""' .WV.. H Y«K loail -should 11111 out of any oclvortio• d ilttft during""' salt ptriod ot should on iloffl not arrive du• lo..,,.,__, -• 
""' - will off.. yw a ,.........bit .A,,tluh o, wo will .,.. yw an Ouenold '-1 on _,i for tbo ilom lo bo ~ GI the salt price ..i....- ovoilaWo l'M ono Thrilly Dollo<. 
11,i, dots not apply lo dooron<t ond doso-out salt, o, lo q,o6ol pul<haws who<e quontititt en Gmilld tcs1odl ovaiablo. Nosait, lo dealtn. Ufflil rigl,n ...... od. 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW 
CARRY A SELEalON OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUm 
